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After a short history of the study of work activities. the methodology of Ergonomic

was vers
Work Analysis (EWA) is described and the diversity of practices is underiined. The
methodology of analysis of activities involves exhaustive checks of the behaviour Lave 1 9

of operators in critical situations and confronts the operator with his own behaviour studies o

in order to obtain pertinent expianations and evoke the cognitive unconscious. on the e
Ethnologicai work may constitute a contribution as regards the choice of the French-s
operator(s) whose behaviour is the most signicant for the problem posed. In the

199 si
same way, ethnologists using recording tools that are similar to those ofergonomists —) e.

offer interesting frameworks for discussion of the qualities of these tools and the This pap

posture and balance aspects of behaviour. Moreover, interpersonal communications for those
lead to beneficial exchanges with the ethnographic experience. Although the years ag
American school of situated cognition (cognitive and psychological anthropology) psycholc
is very useful to know for activity anaiysts, it should not be confused with EWA

Th b
which, by definition. is directed towards an objective: knowing and transforming

is ar

obstacles of ail types that hinder and prevent satisfactory activities. First of ail. EWA Vygotsk

has to show, from the viewpoint of operators. how they build problems in order to this divi

be able to solve them. Ergonomisis and ethnologists note how difflcult this problem the past
building may be in view of the variability of the technical system and of the state in variot
of operators’ knowledge. The technology transfer situations studied by anthropo-

AlthouI
technology need EWA even more in view of the frequent degradation of ;cchnical
systems and the heterogeneous characrcr of the iwo cultures present in the mmd of branches

the operator: his own culture and that which has inspired the imported technology. of utility
From this viewpoint, here and there the operator may be considered not as a adequatc
performer but as the itcrative creator of his task. speaking

first part
the contr

1. Introduction: A short historv of the study of work activities extent to
One of the reasons for the present difficulties concerning ergonomies stems from the to situat

modesty of theoretical and epistemological studies of the disciphne. with the exception analysis.

of some notable examples (Meister 1989). Many ergonomists maintained a rather contribu
positivistic conception of the science, which lcd to daims of their attachment tO technolo

experimentation and a priori modelling. However, in order to succeed in their is the ac
professional practice. they are conccrned with what happens in reality and they try tO terms of
understand the reasons for the behaviour of operators.in real situations. As such. they

provoke an epistemological siide that is both substantial and partly hidden. However. 2. 1
for more than 40 ycars. Frcnch-spcaking erg000mists Pacaud (1949) and Ombredane

and Faverge (1955) have made -a clearer choice by creating Ergonomie Work Analysis 2.1. Di
(EWA). There are few iheoreticai texts that give an account of this practical rnethod. Most ofi
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Only the efticiency of EWA appears to justify ts existence, thus ruiing out the
possibility of dialogue with specialists in neighbouring disciplines, [t is true that, atthe
time 0f creation of EWA, the dominant paradigms were those of behaviourjsm and
laboratory experimentation. the resuits of which were supposed to be applicable in real
situations. Certain ergonomists feit uneasy about the contradiction between what they
saw in the held and the experimental results obtained (Wisner 1972). However, in the
literature they found no conceptual aid, oniy the same concern (Bartlett 1932, 1958).

Some anthropologists and psychologists, most of whom were working in the USA,
t’elt uneasy in the theoretical contexts of the period. in particular that of cultural
anthropology: hence. they created cognitive anthropology. Cognitive anthropology,
which was first of ail directed towards the relation between cognition and language
(Sapir 1958 and Whorf 1956) sought generative grammar of thought, inspired by
Chomsky, the theoretical study ofwhich played an essential role at the time. Graduaily,
thanks to a group of psychologist and anthropologist authors. a collection of works lcd
to the creation ofa new eld: thought and action in situation .situated cognition, which
was very close to what EWA was analysing (Resnick 1976, Casson 1981, Rogoffand
Lave 1984, Dougherty 1985). [t rnight be interesting to sec to what extent theoretical
studies of situated cognition, which appeared 30 years after EWA, are able to shed light
on the epistemological problems raised by the latter. Very few ergonomists, even
French-speaking ones, with the notable exception ofTheureau (1992) and Pinsky (1990.
1992) established the link between EWA and the American school ofsituated cognition.
This paper will attempt to examine the possible relationship. This attempt involves risks
for those who ding to the division of human sciences that were proposed a hundred
years ago by Durkheim (1895, [1986]), leaving the study of thought mechanisms to
psychologists and the study of thought content to sociologists (and anthropologists).
This arbitrary division raised protests for some considerable Urne (Malinowski 1922.
Vygotsky 1934, [[9621), but remains well in place. Withoutjudging the legitimacy of
this division, it could be thought that it is of no interest to ergonomists whose role, for
the past 50 years, has been to use, in human sciences, that which might appear useful
in various disciplines, even if it means perverting them due to a concern for utility.
Although ergonomists now have to exercise their epistemologically risky efforts on
branches ofsociology and anthropology, this is unimportant as regards our perspective
of utility in as much as our work is donc in a clearly defined theoretical context using
adequate and precise methodologies. Theoretical aid may now corne from French
speaking anthropologists who are interested in work (Aithabe and Selim 1990). In the
hrst part, consideration wilI be given to the methodology of EWA in its relations with
the contributions from ethnological rnethods, then an investigation will be made of the
extent to which the theoretical work of cognitive psycholoey and anthropologv relative

i the 10 situated cognition may be useful for ergonomies, in particular for ergonomie work)tiOn analysis. Finally, an examination will be made of what EWA and situated cognition canether contribute to anthropotechnology. i.e. better technology transfers and the adaptation of
‘i.t tO technology to the cou ntries and populations that acquire it. As such. what is proposedtiheir is the acknowledgement that ergonomies has an anthropological dimension, both inr:y tO terms of its methodology and its fields of application.
t:hey
.‘ver, 2. Ergonomie work analysis and the methodological contributions from.Ilane

ethnology
:ysis 2.1. Diversity of practices in ergonomics
hod. Most often the ergonomist is called in when there is an opening anomaly; errors. quality
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problems, incidents, accidents, continuous process control difficulties, staff fatigue. refoi
anxiety, laboriousness, etc. In many cases, the causes of these operating defects arefairiy easy to detect. The answer is found through the use of literature or simple and take
fast experimentation that does not always respect ail the rules of experimentation tO th
pubiishable in a scientific journal (quick and dirty). More often. a survey has to be reali
carried out in the field so that operators or users can be heard. Literature contains Hov.
exploratory studies, participative observations and systematic surveys that may have a fe
a statistical value. These corne doser to sociological studies or research intosubjectivity, which are presently gaining some ground. These investigations have the 1S th
ment of situating the problem. measuning its importance and appreciating the scale ofthe transformations that the company is prepared to allow. In this way, the question is It cc
posed in a technical, economic and social context and one can appreciate the diversityof viewpoirits developed by the various persons concerned; operators, supervisors, neec
designers, customers. shopkeepers, etc. Thus, certain ergonomists feel that they are able met
to reformulate the question asked. Finding the solution to the problem as forrnulated pro
by the demander is very rare. However, the dangers of reformulation are known, which

2 3are quite simply hable to draw the request towards a particular scientific fleld, dear tothe ergonornist concerned, while leaving aside the major aspects that are beyond him.
H

e
This movement may also please the demander, at least in an initial phase as long as the

dffintersubjectivity relation is successful. I

After thjs reformulation, a solution can be proposed through experimentation andmateriai or computer modelling. However. there is a certain risk of the real problem en
flot being treated if a precise observation of the activity is flot compared with the tOO

representation of the persons questioned. In particular, the unconscious dimensions of s1ecognition may be missed by the analysis.
°bThat is why a large number of ergonomists tend to make increasing use of EWA, O VI

which provides an exhaustive description of the activities of certain operators or users van
in phases of implementation of the technical system that are considered to be critical. st
The full value of this detailed study of behaviour is revealed when it is compared with wi
the representatiofi that the operator orthe user has of his own activities duning the same
period (self-confrontation). In general, in order to approach cognitive activities, the use
of several methods appears to be vital in highlighting beneflcial contradictions. 50V

There are numerous variations in ergonomic work analysis according to each author. j:
but also in terms of the Situations studied. A description of EWA that is shared by a y
lot of French-speaking ergonomists is given; they are the ones who appear to make the

tedimost use of it.

idea
2.2. Meihodologv of ergonomic work analysis
Many texts describe the current methodology of ergonomic work analysis (Guérin
et al. 1991, De Keyser 1991). In pninciple. this methodology includes an analysis of
the request, an examination of the technical, economic and social conditions, an analysis
of the activities—the central element of the study—the diagnosis, recommendations,
simulation of the work on the modified system and evaluation of the work in the new

fsituation. Such a methodology is extremely cumbersome if it is foilowed up in full. In
reahity, the compiete work analysis process is rarely necessary. For example, through O SI

experience, the ergonomist who works for a company knows the validity of the request Ifl ‘.

and the way is could be reformulated. Often, he has a simulator (automobile, nuclear tas
industries, etc.). On the contrary. the consultant ergonomist, who is often a general the.
practitioner, has to make a close exarnination of the question asked and often has to O F

_______
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rcforrnulate it in order to deal wth the real questions that are often hidden by a trivials are formulation of the request. He also has 10 know the limits of the action that he mightand take, by taking into account the specihc technical, econornic and social realities specitiction to the company that asked for his services: someti mes, he lias to tind OUI what theseo be realities can teach about the system or the specitic workstation that he is studying.tains 1-lowever, frequently. the analysis of activities can be reduced and concerned with onlyhave a few critical points in the case of usual ergonomic problems for which vast ergonomicmb know-how is more or less available according to the experience of the consultant. Itthe is then a ‘short diagnosis’ (Boutterin et al. 1994).
e of The formulation of the recommendations may be a rather simple, short-term phase.» li could also be the subject of a complex process in collaboration with designers andsity future users. especially if the system 5 to differ considerably from the original one. The(ors. need for iterative simulation often appears (Pinsky 1990. 1992). Sometimes a specihcaible methodology has tobe used in order to dehne the probable future activities of anted production system that is being prepared (Daniellou and Garrigou 1992).iich

L 2.3. Analvsis 0f acffl’Ities
liim. The central and original part of ergonomie work analysis is the analysis of activities.tthe Here, il will be presented in its most comprehensive form, constituted progressively bydifferent authors. including Theureau (1992). The concern for obtaining objective anda.nd comprehensive data leads the analyst to study the behaviour of the operator with atendency towards exhaustiveness. This leads flot only to the behaviour of action in thetihe tool or machine being taken into account—in the style of ‘time and motion studyof specialists—but also the behaviour of information collection (in particular, movementsof the head and eyes) and communication behaviour (gestures and speech). The latterobviously have a particular status owing to their symbolic character. Naturally, theseers various types of behaviour may be the subject of recordings, measurements andml statistics, butthe most beneticial grouping of these behavioural datais thatof histories’,itth which may be easy 10 isolate and are situated in a short space oftime, like the correctingofa typing error or changing a tool on a machine tool. Sometimes. in complex activities,s;e ‘histories’ consist of several episodes separated by other activities, like an attempt tosolve a quality problem through the repeated adjustment of a machine, or thepreparation. execution. dispatch and receipt of the resuits of a biological exarninationby a hospital nurse. Several ‘histories’ may be mingled in a given period of activity.The follow-up of such procedures takes a long rime . Analysis. in particular, istedious. Therefore, they cannot be multiplied and. most often, one has to abandon theidea of using them in a statistical way. As such, the choice of the persons tO be studiedand the work periods to be considered are highly critical. Yet. the type of request is anrn essential guide: analysis of activities is done in the perspective of detecting the causesof one or more anomalies and the changes that must be made in the critical Situation.s; This polarization of research through the need to solve the problem posed constitutesan essential feature of EWA that distinguishes it from the ethnological survey to whichEWA may appear very close. For example. in ethnological literature, discussions arefound which are very useful for ergonomists when il cornes to choosing th subjectsobserved and the critical periods (Wemer 1969, Gardner 1976, Boster 1985). The wayin which the members of a group work is shared in the double sense of the sharing ofr task and the pooling of part of the know-how (Resnick et al. 1991). It is obvious thatthe results obtained on the basis of a detailed analysis of the activities of a small numberof persons over very short periods (Six and Vaxevanoglou 1993) may be used for the
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subsequent construction of a systematic observation of a more limited number of critcal prphenomena on a larger population for longer periods of time. This use ofa second phase, thwhich leads to the production of data with a statistical value, may be reassuring from uçthe methodological viewpoint, but this takes nothing away from the value of the first rephase of detection of the complex relations that may exist between the technical system ccand the persons who work with it.
In
of2.4. Recording tools
bThe effort of exhaustiveness in the observation of behaviour obviously has technical ehlimits. Recording wifh a videotape recorder can be useful when the paper-pencil or berecorder notation (Kerguelen 1991) does not enable events to be followed rapidly. biSuchman (1987) also recommended it, but she appears to give it particular qualities of Inobjectivity. This opinion is debatable, since any experienced photographer knows that rethe choice of centring and details highlighted in a scene constitute an option that is just thas clear as the elements that an observer notes by hand. The real advantage of videotape threcording lies in the subsequent possibility of self-confrontation with the operator or ccreinterpretation by ergonomists. Recording speech on a tape recorder is vital as longas the speech is w be analysed in detail. Here again, interesting debates have taken place 2.between ethnologists in regard to the role of the data collection method and the value TFof the research resuits. The verbal expression of populations of Trobriand (Malinowski th1922, 1965, Lee 1940, Hutchins 1979) is a good example of this methodological indiscussion.
fr(The behaviour observed, even when grouped in ‘histories’, does flot aiways give suan understanding of the cognitive activities that explain them. That is why specialists ycin ergonomic work analysis complement the observation of behaviour with an approach ththat is very different from the epistemological viewpoirit: self-confrontation. tn
(12.5. Self-confrontation
prIn principle, the self-confrontation interview avoids any judgement of value, any Cconcept of disobedience ofrecommendations or incorrect procedures. The questions are thasked on the basis of what the ergonomist has noted or recorded; confrontation with rethe videotape recording is often instructive. The operator is seen to be surprised by the arfact that he neglected an indicator that he thought he was monitoring and that he veryoften observed part of the technical system to which he did flot think he attached such tagreat importance. He easily gives an explanation for certain types of behaviour that arsurprised the observer, but may have to think for some time before recalling the biexplanation for why he behaved in an unusual way. It is obvious that self-confrontation,which is very often beneficial, should be treated with great caution since the a posteriori 2.reconstitution of a fictional rationality is a permanent risk. However, this risk is limited Tiw a certain extent by the fact that the interview is aiways closely linked to the facts. reIn any event, this procedure is much safer than an interview with no prior in-depth inobservation of behaviour.
thThe major interest of self-conformation is probably that it highlights elements of bcthe cognitive unconscious. This plays an essential part in heiristic activities that enable olproblem-building. Thanks to Kohler (1927), since the start of the century it is known dcthat man is far from grasping the integrality of observable facts. He uses unconscious cprocesses to select certain elements that are grouped in structures (Gesialttheorie) and tyneglects the rest, especially when he does flot consider them to be directly pertinent. cThese phenomena play an important part in recall, which is thus closely linked to ai

L
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(otcntical previous activities and to culture (Ohlsson 1985). Considerable work has also shown‘md phase. the mechanisms of recognition of speech, voice, faces orsilhouettes. Evans(1989)tooknng from up this question in orderto understand the nature ofbias, which often leads to the wrongif the tirst representation of situations. He started with the conceptions of Henle (1962) whol system considered that subjects (operators. users) add, delete and alter the proposed premises.In other words, the subject does flot reason in terrns ofthe proposed subject, but in termsof a personal representation of it. An elegant demonstration of this reality was given

by Ochanine (Ochanine and Zaltman 1973) who asked operators to design the varioustechnical elements of the chemical production systems on which they worked, as weli as the linksp)encil or between these elements. Ochanine often observed a very deforrned image of the system,rapidly. but considered this representation as functional and gave itthe name of operating image.miities of In this way, many aspects of reality are modifled in the representation, but the massiveows that reduction of information and the section made as such are indispensable in view oft lsjust the limited character of the human cognitive capacity. Alongside self-confrontation and[(deotape the Ochanine method, Vermersch (1990) proposed other methods of approaching therator or cognitive unconscius.as long
en place 2.6. Body aspects of worke value The considerable deveiopment of cognitive psychology and its use in EWA may havemmnowski the effect of underestimating the importance of the body aspects of work. An importantlogical initial point concerns body techniques. Gatewood (1985) calied the article he produced

frorn his participative observation ofsaimon fishing Action speaks louder than words’,yys give since in order to throw the net properly from the bridge of a boat rocked by the waves,cialists you have to know ail sorts of body techniques for which there are no words; the words)iproach themselves do flot correspond to anything specific for those who have flot ieamed the
trade. The reflection of this ethnologist isa reaction in regard to the conceptions ofSapir
(1958) and Whorf (1956) according to which language is the sole iniet for cultural or
pro fessional know-how. [n fact, there is a neurophysiological explanation for this fact.i, any Control of the balance and the situation of the body in space is located at the level ofoms are the cerebeilum and has no conscious expression. As shown by Burton et al. (1984) inn with regard to learning to ski, there is ergonomics in relating to body techniques of balancefby the and the space reference.

very In a more generai way, certain behaviour at work cannot be understood withoutdl such taking into account the functional state of the operator (iack of sieep, fatigue, pathoiogy)1m that and his suffering at work (musculo-skeletal pains, for exampie) or his fears (accidents,g the burns, blinding, etc.).
ttation,
tenon 2.7. Work and interpersonal communicationsrnited The methodoiogy described previously may be considered as relatively objective whentfacts. relations with the machine dominate. Work is increasingly an activity in whichdlepth inter-human communication prevails and even constitutes the entire activity. Under

these circumstances, there is aiways a risk of the discourse being considered as a simpleits of behaviour without referring to intersubjectivity and, in a more radical way, at the limitsniable of ergonomics. Could this speciality inciude situations where possible improvements1(OWfl do flot concern the technical system? More often, in the context of EWA, technicalo:ious communications at work can be interpreted when they belong to a vast group of differentand types of behaviour. However, the dialogue between the user and the employee at thenient. counter or on the telephone, the interview between the nurse or doctor and the patient,(d to and the discussion between the salesman and his customer are work activities. yet they
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do flot corne under EWA since one cannot ignore the contextualization of the language 32 Tthat is both given by the situation and created by the dialogue itself (Gumperz 1992). UnderAs such, the dialogue lets the speakers forrn ‘frames’ that enable the theatre of life to of cobe staged at any moment in time (Goffman 1976). It is very obvious that this corresponds Suchto the dimensions of the activity that are of greatest interest but whose sociolinguistic command ethnolinguistic theoretical references must be respected. otherwise serious errors instmcof interpretation will be made. However, even in work analysis that does flot include Asa study of the discourse, the question of meaning is inevitable. Work activities submitted psychcto the most Taylorian of organization rnethods include aspects that corne under the oftheosignificance of work: why do skiiled workers increase their already heavy workload if the casflot to make the work easier for other operators located downstream, thus respecting is reletheir work ethic?
whens
under
materi:

3. Analogies and differences between the study ofsituated action and ergonomic aspect
work analysis anthroi

3.1. Contributions from cognitive anthropology sea fisi
One of the bases of modem ethnology was expressed by Boas (1911) who thought that most c
each culture should be understood from its own premises. whiie Malinovski (1922) transfo
insisted on the need for extensive field work. Goodenough (1957) then deflned culture though
as cognition, as a system of knowledge. He studied the mental phenornena that should blinkin
be taken into account in order to understand human behaviour; these mental phenomena An
are considered as complex and rational and are able to be studied thanks to strict methods photoc
that lead to reproducible results. (19 )

In this initial period (1955—65), models of cognitive operation had to be deduced tO mak
from observations of behaviour and material objects. These conceptual models had to operatc
be constructed like controllable hypotheses evaluated on the basis of their power of experi’
prediction and their formai elegance. Subsequently, Casson (1981) insisted on the fact OSt. t
that the approach of cognitive anthropologists was closely linked to empirical reality. t e 21

cogniti
0v.

The picture of the individual emerging from current perspectives in cognitive who is
anthropology is simultaneously as a leamer and creator of culture. An individual inc1ud
represents his understandings of experience as cultural knowledge in various operat(
forms and reapplies this knowledge as it is seen to be contextually appropriate. Cole a
Both representations and reapplication simultaneously reinforce experienced 1986.
pattemns and contain the elements for cognitive reorganization and creativity in De
behaviour and understanding (Dougherty 1985: 8). acknov

which
out hoOne can sec to what extent cognitive anthropology is close to the principles that are or varithe basis of ergonomic work analysis. One has to understand the operator’s cognition positio(and flot give him ours or that of the designer). This can be done through long, detailed ergonofield studies. The models are based on an hypothesis ofoperators’ rationality and may that hiilead to computerized formalization as donc by cognitive engineering and, more

particularly, situated cognitive simulation (Woods and Roth 1988, Pavard et aI. 1990,
Benchekroun 1994). The operator no longer appears as the more or less faulty performer

As Si nof the prescribed work, but as the permanent creator of his own activity which depends
on what the operator understands about his own real work situation (the real work).

:
,. ..,...,

—.
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niguage 3.2. The limits oJ co’nitzve anthropoloç’v in analvsis of activities1992). Under these circumstances, one might be tempted to attribute the theoretical contextlite tO of cognitive anthropology to EWA. [t is interesting to read about the attempt thats;ponds Suchman (1987) made along these unes. The very titie of her book on manmachineguistic communications is signiticant: Plans and Situared Actions. The plans are theerrors instructions, the task and the work prescribed and the situated actions are the real work.mclude As such. the interest of Suchman’s way of thinking, like that of many of her)rmltted psychologist and anthropologist coileagues. is ail the greater when the uiti mate formster the of theory and methodology are nottackled. She chose a very significant example ofthis:.Uoad it the case with which naïve users can operate a new photocopier. This type of questionxecting is relevant in ergonomics but does flot constitute the heart of the difficulties encountered

when studying an experienced operator who has to contribute to quality and productivity
under the difflcult circumstances of the state ofthe technical system, the quality of raw
materials and supplies and, in particular, time constraints. On the other hand. the criticalrnomic aspect of the actiôn in time is underlined by Gatewood (1985), one of the few
anthropologists to experience tough production conditions through his observations of
sea fishing. He quoted Fischer (1980) who noted that one of the classic problems of

hu that most cognitive approaches is that their constructions do flot explain how thought is
ll922) transformed into action. Furthermore, Gatewood (1985) recalled that knowledge,
:Lllture thought and know-how take time in the same way as more observable actions like
lhould blinking or grasping an object.
Nmena Another remark that could be made in regard to Suchman’s research into
tthods photocopiers is that the author’s stance in favourofthe ethnomethodology ofGarfinkel

(1967) lcd her to provoke and study the dialogue between users in difflculty rather than
dluced to make an extensive exploration of the behaviour of an operator and to confront the
had t operator with this behaviour. [t is truc that doing a crucial part of research in the
ver of experimental situation of the laboratory would lead to the significance of EWA being
e fact lost. It is curious to sec such a severe criticism of experimental psychology ending in
ality. the laboratory. Sometimes it is difficuit to accept the theoreticai positions of the best

cognitive anthropologists (Lave 1988).
Owing to this. our positions is that of an ergonomist and a cognitive psychologist

nhitive who is attempting to grasp cognitive phenomena in the Held and who is flot afraid of
iiidual including, in the situation treated by the operator, the context, the environment, the
i[rious operator’s prior knowledge and his/her relations with others, as donc by Neisser 1976:
nriate. Cole and Scribner 1974, Rogoffand Lave 1984, Scribner 1984, Sternberg and Wagner
inced 1986.
ilty in Defining such a position does flot answer any question. It simply amounts to

acknowledging a fact: the extreme diversity and variability of real work situations in
which the actions of operators and users are situated. The main aim of EWA is to find
out how operators constitute the problems of their work (situation and action) in a stableait are or variable way and, to a lesser extent, how they solve them. As such, it is close to theuition positions of authors favourabie to the situated action. However, it also has a moremi1ed ergonomic aim, that of identifying pragmatic obstacles. the elements of the situationI imay that hinder an casier constitution and resolution of the problem.nnore

l990,
3.3. Adaptation to the diversi and reducrion of informationrmer
As Simon (1992) wrote:nds

o)rk). The human mmd is an adaptive system. It chooses behaviours in the light of its
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goals, and as appropriate to the particular context in which it is working.Moreover, it can store new knowledge and skiils that will help it attain its goals
more effectively tomorrow than yesterday: It can learn. As a consequence of themind’s capacities for adaptation and learning, human behaviour is highly flexibleand variable, altered by both circumstances and experience. Nor are the
alternatives from which the actor might choose usualiy known in advance. Human
beings spend much of their time inventing or discovering actions that fit the
circumstances.

To this author, this text is a remarkabie demonstration of the need for EWA in orderto find out about behaviour and, through this, the critical circumstances and level of
experience of operators. The resuits of EWA enabie the circumstances (ergonomic
action) and the knowledge (training action) to be modifled. From the same viewpoint,Evans invoiuntariiy defended ergonomic action when he underlined that ‘the concrete
conditions of the task affect the sensitiveness of subjects (operators) to error and bias’.
Thus the conception ofenvironments (the work situation) is an anti-bias approach. Thismeans encouraging the best selection of data in the phase that precedes reasoning, since
the limited cognitive capacities of the human brain force the subject (the operator) to
make a massive reduction of the existing information. However, there is a formidable
concrete difficulty. It was seen previously that the image constituted by the operato
is deformed in order to compiy with the functional state of the system. If this functional
state changes, the operator does not have a usable functionai representation. Therefore.
professional experience is both a resource and a danger if the operator does flot have
the capacity to buiid other simple, efficient representations for other states of the system.
Montmollin (1986) evoked ‘cognitive misery’ in this respect.

The situation is ail the more serious since operators often produce a poor
representation of the limits and characteristics of their knowiedge (in this respect.
De Keyser speaks of ‘mosaic’ knowledge). Their metacognition is ofteri limited. They
have difficulty representing the relative character of their knowiedge which, at the same
time, constitutes their social power. Challenging the relative character of this
knowledge may iead to formidable conflicts with, first engineers responsibie for design
orexecution, since the iogic of use differs from the logic of design, and. second, because
the iogic of use situated in specific time limits necessarily corresponds to a massive and
directed reduction in the collection of data. while the designer does flot suffer these
constraints.

3.4. Problein building
Scribner(l984) aiso insists on the fact that problem building is the first stage ofdeaiing
with concrete questions since, unlike school questions and experimental systems, there
are no necessary and sufficient ‘data’, but multiple indications, some of which are
necessary but perhaps flot sufficient.

Ergonomic work anaiysis constitutes an efficient methodology for grasping probiem
building (Wisner 1994). It corresponds to the heuristic character of this phase and gives
an understanding of the bases that an individual uses to solve the problem posed. EWA
may also highhght the pragmatic obstacles in the path of this elaboration.

k may be advisabie to insist on the fact that if a more extensive anaiysis of the causes
that render EWA neccssary are made. two main categories of the sources of variation
are found. First of ail. the technical system does flot operate in a stable way owing 10
breakdowns, maladjustment and variations that are specific b the very nature of the
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working. industrial phenomenon of transformation. In addition, fluctuations in.thequalityofrawits goals materials have to be taken intO account. Second. operators differ from each other owinguce ofthe to their level of training and experience. Furthermore, in team-work, members of thew flexible team often change owing to the increasing use of temporary staff. This instability inare the the composition of work teams means that the skills of each member are uncertain forHuman the other members of the team and have an influence on the quality of the knowledgeait fit the shared.

3.5. The ‘naturali:ation ‘ of cultural situationsin order .
level of From a more subtie vlewpoint, designers ot technical systems form an image that is

onomic sometimes far removed from the characteristics of the staff who wilI use the technical
oint system. For example. this image neglects the substantial reduction, at present, of latent

oicret knowledge derived from the rural past and the fact that workers have a higher level of
nid bias’ education. These staff changes reflect the transformations of society.
icch This There is nothing fortuitous about this negligence. It corresponds to what Sahlins
i since (1976) considered’hs the natura1ization’ of Western (industrial?) society in order to
rator) avoid consideration of socio-cultural characterisitcs. This naturalization necessarily
rmidable encounters insuperable difficulties when technology is transferred to a very different

erato society. that of an industrially developing country (IDC). In this case, from the
nitional viewpoint of the exporters, the technical system has to be ‘adapted’ owing to foreign
e’refore ‘capacities’ and menta1ities’: Ethnic Variables in Human Factors Engineering
ot have (Chapanis 1975) have to be considered. What is really needed is a wider approach:anthropotechnolocy (Wisner 1976, 1984).s;ystem.

poor 4. Anthropotechnology
respect, 4. 1. The raie of situated cognition and ergonornic work analysis±. They

4. 1. I. Technical, economic and social constraints and anrhropological treatments:IC sarne
the ergonomics of technology transfers was called anthropotechnology in order to0f this
underline the fact that knowledge that is useful when dealing with difficuit questionsdesign
of the transfer belonged to collective human sciences and flot w individual humane cause
sciences, as is the case for ergonomics..we and

With 20 years’ experience in various countries (Algeria, Brazil, Canada, the Ivoryr these
Coast, India, Indonesia, Japan, the Phillipines, the Central African Republik, Senegal,Singapore, Thailand. Tunisia, Zaire, etc.) thanks to personal studies and internationalcollaborations, il is possible ta conclude that there are problematics specific ta eachcountry. This is linked to the tremendous diversity of situations noted in the countriesealing and regions that acquire foreign technologies and attempt to implement them with• there various degrees ofsuccess. Owing to the main differences observed in the installation:lh are and the results of identical technologies, according to the location of the company, itis necessary to study the geographic, historical and, in particular, the ethnological)lblem dimensions, as underlined by the title of Chapanis’s bock (Chapanis 1975). However,gives the common points in the economic development of the most diverse countries are too8WA numerous for major socio-economic components to be ruled out. These components areclearly reflected in the multiple expression used in the popular press (Third World,muses Developing Countries, Countries of the South, Peripheral Countries, etc.). However,altion 40 years after the start of the widespread distribution of industrial technologiesmg to throughout the world, it has ta be adrnitted that the evolution of many nations hastf the differed considerably. despite the fact that, at the outset, they had comparable

_
_
_
_
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socio-economic levels. Among the countries that we prefer to cail Industrially thDeveloping Countnes (IDC), some have become Newly Industrialized Countries (NIC) Cand are challenging the established industriaiized countries. Other countries will soon aibe ciassed as NICs. On the other hand, some have ail sorts of difficulties: their GNP dt(Gross National Product) is flot rising as fast as their population. Owing to this, the 01populations in question see their personal and indirect income dropping constantly.Many authors endeavour to expiain or even predict these evoiutions, which are so thdifferent, in order to advise the buyer countries or the exporting industriahsts.Unfortunateiy, most of these studies exciusiveiy respecta single discipline (most often areconomics) or even an ideology. They have little interest in giving advice about reaiimprovements in ork and the use of technology.

d4.1.2. Anthropotechnological methodology: The orientation of anthropotechnoiogy is te:similar to that of ergonomics. It is aimed at soiving particular problems using general wmethods, reducing the health risks of workers (professional ilinesses, work accidents (1and disorders linked to industrialization, which are more common in IDCs), improving ccthe characteristics of production (quantity and quality) and reducing the deterioration ci:of production facilities.
thThe general methodoiogy is aiso simiiartothatofergonomics. However, in asimiiar wlway to what is generaliy practised in engineering. a comparative method is proposed th(Wisner 1976). First of ail, prior w the technology transfer, a study is made of the Sutechnology presentiy in operation in order to highlight its defects and correct them in dea new design.
ar.In anthropotechnology, this stage is done through the EWA of the criticai points frcofthe technical system in the seller countries, thus avoiding a situation where the system b(is necessarily considered w be satisfactory and ergonornic. The method aiso inciudes 1111a study ofthe critical aspects ofa similar technicai system operating in the buyer country cror in a country that has similar characteristics. Finally, installation of the new technicai Susystem by mixed teams of managers and operators from the two countries should be cofollowed up by an ergonomist who practices the necessary EWA. It is obvious that such dea method is cumbersome, but it provides lessons and creates knowledge that couid be reiused in a wider sense. In any event, it is preferabie to precipitated test runs and long prtproduction rate buiid-ups that are littered with incidents and disputes. theJustification ofthe use ofEWA in a technology transfer is stiil more convincing than obthat of its generai use in ergonomics. The factors that influence work are too numerousfora forecast to be made, from the outside, of those that constitute determining obstacles iflCin the particular situation considered and which may be removed thanks to the means tOat the disposai of the company or its partners. However, in anthropotechnoiogy, a search onfor the oricrin of the difficuities encountered is made and a tree of causes is constructed eitl
(1C

that is flot limited w the technical and organizational aspects that are closest to the
. -workstation. For example, it could be discovered that the air-conditioning system of a difcontinuous process control centre is flot working in a sub-tropical country because the a 1(foreign trade inspection department has not iisted argon as a priority import product. velIn an ou mixing plant (Langa 1994, Langa and Wisner 1994), it was difficuit to organize SO

production owing to the ijncertain arrivai of ou tankers, overloading of the railway une OPelinking the port to the plant and the lack of storage tanks for unprocessed and finished theproducts. In this case, ii is understandable that the first iwo causes are beyond the scopeofthe company’s action. However, an increase in the numberand dimension ofthe tanks teccould be an acceptable cost and the decision is the soie responsibility of the company tO

___.i.”
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Lustrially that owns the mixing plant. In another situation (Abrahao 1986), among the multipleas (NIC) causes oïthe low production level ofa sugarcane alcohol distillery. the mostsignificant«iii soon and the easiest to modify was the ngid organizational, hierarchized and centralizedair GNP design of the company’s management, a design that was incompatible with the realitieshis, the of a continuous process plant. Finally, in a phosphates mine (Sahbi 1984), the largenstantly. number of very expensive hydraulic props out of order was an essential dimension ofHi are so the hnancial difficulties while the maintenance department was insufficient and totallyarialists. uninformed of the unsuitability of the repairs it made to the props in regard to their agest often and their use down the mine.
out real

4.1.3. Ergonomic work cinalysis and the refusai of a priori explunations of transferdifficuities: Anthropotechnology. which makes a comparative study of the use of)logy s technology in the buyer country, situates the work activity in the context of the societyczeneral where it takes place. luis point of view is evoked by those who, in une with Vygotskycidents (1934 [i962) and the Russian school, attach great importance to society in the))roving construction of cogniion (Wertsch et al. 1984). In this research context, those whooration daim kinship with Vygotsky and Ochanine move away from a simplistic version ofthetheory of rellection in order to consider an instance of interpretation and deliberations;imilar where the importance of anthropology appears between the technico-economjc data andD)pOsed the way in which situations are treated by individuals and communities (Magaud andof the Sugita 1993). The technology and the social conditions do not produce a detailedhiem in deterrnination of the activities of individuals or groups and the resuit of their work. Onlya meticulous analysis of their behaviour and theirsituated activities is capable of startingfrom reality ta arrive at the remote, multiple causes of the difflculties. As such, the;ystem ‘bottom up’ approach of EWA constitutes a sort of guarantee in regard to a dogmaticcludes interpretation of the operating defects in exported technical systems and enables theo)untry creation of spaces situated at various levels in order to solve the difficulties noted.hnical Surveys carried Dut properly might have highlighted such determining factors in theseuild be complex situations. The reason why ergonomic work analysis turns out to bett such determining is that. in a industnally developing country, situated cognition is even moreuild be remote from planning, as Suchman said, and the real work is more distant from theI long prescribed work according to the vocabulary ofFrench-speaking ergonomists. In effect.the poor comprehension of the fact that electronic control systems are necessary toa than obtain production quality, the difficulty in purchasing spare parts and the lack of expertserous too often provoke permanent operating anomalies in the technical systems oftacIes industrially developing countries which may go as far as deterioration or waste. Owingnieans to this, operators have to construct their tasks under special circumstances that dependearch on the type and extent of the anomalies. The operators’ comprehension is flot helpeduicted either by instructions written in the most academic form of a foreign language. Sinaïkoo the (1975) made a very good analysis of this type of question. Operators may even have
i of a difflculties in communicating with engineers trained, like ail engineers, according tae the a logic of design and flot a logic of use. Furthermore, these engineers are trained in adluct. vehicular language but are unable ta translate the principles ifito vernacular languageiinize sa that it may be understood by operators (Madi 1994). It is wrong ta think that theset une Operators aiways have a low education level. Sometimes they are more educated thans;hed their counterparts in industrialized cauntries but they have ta construct theirc:ope problematics in regard ta a more or less downgraded system, without the benefit of aainks technical manual that they can understand and without the help of supervisory staff ableany ta express themselves in the sense of their problems. Social distances that are increased
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by substantial wage differences and sometimes class and political differences may detai]create conflict situations in the company that further ccmplicate the comprehension of remOand the solution to technical difficulties. It can be seen that the concept of cognitionin a situation then takes on a great significance and that EWA is the least that can bedone to approach reality. ABRA

4.1.4. The operator, iterative creator of his task. The grasp offoreign technology:Considering the operator as the repeated creator of his task, a position that might appear ALTH
audacious at first glance thus becomes a necessity since he cannot execute a programme BARTIthat does flot correspond to the technical reality which, in addition, is transmitted to himin an obscure and unsuitable language. This considerable work of the operator enables BARTIhim in an obscure and unsuitable language. This considerable work of the operator BENCI
enables him to progressively turn from a farm labourer into an efficient worker in a workteam according to modalities of the type evoked by Garfinkel (1967) in regard toethnomethodology. Such a representation of the activity of operators and their managers BOAS.working on the same technical system imported from abroad has the advantage ofdemonstrating clearly that a technology purchased cannot be used unless it is understood BOSTE
in depth, taking into account the realities of ah sorts specific to the country. This clearlycorresponds to the double relation that Vygotsky saw between the person and society Bounwhich, flrst, provides him with technologies and, second, acts through its socialorganization.

BURT
In industrially developing countries, the difficulty is further increased by the factthat it is a foreign society that provides the technology and the local society that imposes

CASSeits social organization. Underthese circumstances, H can be seen why work organizationbecomes the major field of conflict (Wisner 1992). that work is only possible through CHAP?the management of these difficulties and through individual and socially-sharedcognition. The latter constitutes an item that is located between the numerous COLE,
constraints mentioned and the real activities, exciuding bhind determinism whose

DANTEpredomination is seen for certain.
The role of the anthropotechnologist and the ergonomist is then to remove a certain

number of constraints that give operators and their managers a better chance of DE KE
constituting their work, being efficient in terms of production and protecting their health

Doueand life at the workplace. In anthropotechnology. as in ergonomics, the approach to
these work activities through EWA prohibits a simplistic interpretation of the opening DLRKIdefects 0f imported technical systems and enables spaces to be created at various levels EVANin order to solve the difficulties noted.

FISCHT

5. Conclusions GARD
Ergonomie work analysis, the specific description of the real activity, shows that the

GARFIoperator and the user are flot always rehiable performers ofthe work prescribed but, more
GATEoften, have to take into account a lot of variables owing to the work itself, its

environment and the personal state of the actors(s). In many cases, the work is the G0FFNsubject of a construction or a reconstruction in terms of the situation where the activity GOODI
takes place. The ami of ergonomics is then to modify this situation in a favourable way.
When the technical system is transferred from one country to another, the sources of

GUERTvariations are multiplied and have an even greater impact on the work. Thanks to theanthropotechnological approach. H is possible to track down the economic, social and GUMPTanthropological causes of the difficulties observed and to avert them. Here again, a

—
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rs may detailed analysis of situated activities leads to the identification of the obstacles to besion 0f removed or transformed.
nitiOn
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SITUATED COGNITION AND ACTION:

IMPLICATIONS FOR ERGONOMIC WORK ANALYSIS

AND ANTHROPOTECHNOLOGY

A. WISNER

Laboratoire d’Ergonomie CNAM, 41 rue Gay-Lussac, 75005 PARIS

INTRODUCTION: SHORT HISTORY 0F THE STUDY 0F WORK ACTIVITIES

One of the reasons for the present difliculties of ergonomics stems from the modesty of

theoretical and epistemological studies of our discipline, with the exception of some notable

examples (Meister, 1989). Many of us maintained a rather positivistic conception of the

science which led them to daim their attachment to experimentation and a priori modelling.

However, in order to succeed in their professional practice, they are concerned with what

happens in reality and try to understand the reasons for the behaviour of operators in real

situations. As such, they provoke an epistemological siide that is both substantial and partly

hidden. However, for more than 40 years, French-speaking ergonomists (Pacaud, 1949),

Ombredane and Faverge (1955) made a clearer choice by creating Ergonomic Work

Analysis (E.W.A.). But there are few theoretical texts of this origin which give an account

ofthis practical method. Only the efficiency ofE.W.A. appears to justify its existence, thus

ruling out the possibility of dialogue with specialists in neighbouring disciplines.. Its true

that, at the time ofcreation ofE.W.A., the dominant paradigms were those ofbehaviourism

and laboratory experimentation, the resuits of which were supposed to be applicable in real

situations. Certain ergonomists felt uneasy about the contradictions between what they saw

in the field and the experimental results obtained (Wisner, 1972). But in the literature, they

found no conceptual aid, only the same concern (Bartlett, 1932, 1958).

However, anthropologists and psychologists, most ofthem working in the USA, feit uneasy

in the theoretical contexts of the period, in particular that of cultural anthropology: they

created cognitive anthropology. Cognitive anthropology, which was first of ail directed

towards the relation between cognition and languages (Sapir (1958) and Worf (1956))

sought a grammar generative of thought, inspired by Chomsky, the theoretical study of

which played an essential role at the time. Gradually, thanks to a group ofpsychologist and

anthropologist authors, a collection ofworks Ied to the creation ofa new field: thought and



action in situation, situated cognition, which was very close to what E.W.A. was analyzing
(see, for example, Resnick (1976), Casson (1981), Rogoif and Lave, 1984, Dougherty,
1985). It might appear interesting to see to what extent theoretical studies of situated
cognition, which appeared 30 years after E.W.A., are able to shed light on the
episternological problems raised by the latter. Very few ergonomists, even French-speaking

ones, with the notable exception of Theureau (1992) and Pinsky (1990, 1992) established
the link between E.W.A. and the American school of situated cognition. This paper will
attempt to examine the possible relation. But this attempt involves risks for those who ding

to the division of human sciences proposed a hundred years ago by Durkheim (1895,

[1986]), leaving the study ofthought mechanisms to psychologists and the study ofthought

content to sociologists (and anthropologists). This arbitrary division raised protests for

some considerable time (Malinowski (1922) and Vygotsky (1934, [1962], for example), but
remains well in place. Without judging the legitimacy of this division, it could be thought

that it is of no interest to ergonomists whose role, for the past 50 years, has been to use, in

human sciences, that which might appear useful in various disciplines, even if it means

perverting them due to a concern for utility. Although ergonomists now have to exercise

their episternologically risky efforts on branches of sociology and anthropology, this is

unimportant as regards our perspective ofutility in as much as our work is done in a clearly

defined theoretical context using adequate and precise methodologies. Theoretical aid may

now corne from French-speaking anthropologists who are interested in work (Althabe and

Selim, 1990). In the first part, we shall consider the rnethodology ofE.W.A. in its relations

with the contributions frorn ethnological methods, then we shall see to what extent the

theoretical work of cognitive psychology and anthropology relative to situated cognition

may be useful for ergonomics, in particular for Ergonomic Work Analysis. Finally we shall

examine what E.W.A. and situated cognition can contribute to anthropotechnology, i.e.

better technology transfers and the adaptation of technology to the countries and

populations which acquire it. As such, what is proposed is the acknowledgement that

ergonomics has an anthropological dimension, both in terms of its rnethodology and its

fields of application.

ERGONOMIC WORK ANALYSIS AND THE METHODOLOGICAL

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM ETHNOLOGY

Diversity of practices in Ergonomics
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Most often the ergonomist is called in when there is an operating anomaly: errors, quality

problems, incidents, accidents, continuous process control difficulties, staff fatigue, anxiety,

laboriousness, etc. In many cases, the causes of these operating defects are fairly easy to

detect. The answer is found through the use of literature or simple and fast experimentation

which does not always respect all the rules of experimentation publishable in a scientific

magazine (quick and dirty). More often, a survey has to be carried out in the field 50 that

operators or users can be heard. Literature contians exploratory studies, participative

observations and systematic surveys which may have a statistical value. As such, we corne

doser to sociological studies or research into subjectivity which are presently gaining some

ground. These investigations have the ment of situating the problem, measuning its

importance and appreciating the scale of the transformations which the company is prepared

to allow. In this way, the question is posed in a technical, economic and social context and

one can appreciate the diversity of viewpoints developed by the vanious persons concerned:

operators, supervisors, designers, customers, shopkeepers, etc. Thus, certain ergonomists

feel they are able to reformulate the question asked. Finding the solution to the problem as

formulated by the demander is very rare. However, we know the dangers of reformulation,

which is quite simply hable to draw the request towards a particular scientific field, dear to

the ergonomist concerned, while leaving aside the major aspects that are beyond him. This

movement may also please the demander, at least in an initial phase as long as the

intersubjectivity relation is successfùl.

Aller this reformulation, a solution can be proposed through expenimentation and material

or computer modelling. But there is a certain risk of the real problem not being treated if a

precise observation of the activity is not compared with the representation of the persons

questioned. In particular, the unconscious dimensions of cognition may be missed by the

analysis.

That is why a large number of ergonomists tend to make increasing use of Ergonomic Work

Analysis (E.W.A.) which provides an exhaustive description of the activities of certain

operators or users in phases of implementation of the technical system which are considered

as critical. The full value ofthis detailed study ofbehaviour is revealed when it is compared

with the representation which the operator or the user has of his own activities during the

same period (self-confrontation). In general, if we wish to approach cognitive activities, the

use ofseveral methods appears vital in order to highlight beneficial contradictions.
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There are numerous variations in Ergonomic Work Analysis according to the authors, but
also in terms ofthe situations studied. Here we shah give a description ofE.W.A. which is

shared by a lot ofFrench-speaking ergonomists. They are the ones who appear to make the

most use ofit.

Methodology ofergonomic work analysis

Many texts describe the current methodology of ergonomic work analysis (see, for example,

Guérin and cou., 1991; De Keyser, 1991). In principle, this methodology includes an

analysis ofthe request, an examination ofthe technical, economic and social conditions, an

analysis ofthe activities - the central element ofthe study - the diagnosis, recommendations,

simulation of the work on the modified system and evaluation of the work in the new

situation. Such a methodology is extremely cumbersome if it is followed up in full. In

reality, the complete work analysis process is rarely necessary. For example, through

experience, the ergonomist who works for a company knows the validity of the request and

the way it could be reformulated. Ofien, he has a simulator (automobile, nuclear industries,

etc.). On the contrary, the consultant ergonomist, who is oflen a general practitioner, has

to make a close examination of the question asked and often has to reformulate it in order

to deal with the real questions which are ofien hidden by a trivial formulation of the request.

He also has to know the limits of the action he might take, by taking into account the

specific technical, economic and social realities specific to the company which asked for his

services; sometimes, he has to find out what these realities can teach about the system or

the specific workstation he is studying. But frequently, the analysis of activities can be

relatively reduced and only concern a few critical points in the case of usual ergonomic

problems for which vast ergonomic know-how is more or less available according to the

experience ofthe consultant. It is then a “short diagnosis” (Boutterin and col!., 1994).

The formulation of the recommendations may be a rather simple, short-term phase. But it

could also be the subject of a complex process in collaboration with designers and future

users, especially if the future system is to differ considerably from the one concerned by the

work analysis. The need for iterative simulation often appears (Pinsky, 1990, 1992).

Sometimes a specific methodology has to be used in order to define the probable future

activities ofa production system that is being prepared (Daniellou and Garrigou, 1992).

Analysis of activities
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The central and original part of ergonornic work analysis is the analysis of activities. Here,

it will be presented in its most comprehensive forrn, constituted progressively by different

authors, including Theureau (1992). The concern for obtaining objective and

comprehensive data leads the analyst to study the behaviour of the operator with a tendency

towards exhaustiveness. This leads flot only to the behaviour of action on the tool or

machine being taken into account - in the style of “time and motion study” specialists - but

also the behaviour of information collection (in particular, movements of the head and eyes)

and communication behaviour (gestures and speech). The latter obviously have a particular

status due to their symbolic character. Naturally, these various types of behaviour may be

the subject of recordings, measurements and statistics, but the most beneficial grouping of

these behavioural data is that of “histories’ which may be easy to isolate and are situated in

a short space of time, like the correcting a typing error or changing a tool on a machine

tool. Sometimes, in complex activities,”histories” consist of several episodes separated by

other activities, like an attempt to solve a quality problem through the repeated adjustment

of a machine, or the preparation, execution, dispatch and receipt of the resuits of a

biological examination by a hospital nurse. Several “histories” may be mingled in a given

period of activity.

The follow-up of such procedures takes a long time. Analysis, in particular, is tedious.

Therefore, they cannot be multiplied and, most often, one has to abandon the idea of using

them in a statistical way. As such, the choice of the persons to be studied and the work

periods to be considered are highly critical. Yet, the type of request is an essential guide:

analysis of activities is done in the perspective of detecting the causes of one or more

anomalies and the changes which must be made in the critical situation. This polarization of

research through the need to solve the problem posed constitutes an essential feature of

E.W.A. which distinguishes it from the ethnological survey to which E.W.A. may appear

very close. For example, in ethnological literature, we find discussions which are very

useftil for ergonomists when it cornes to choosing the subjects observed and the critical

periods (Werner, 1969; Gardner, 1976; Boster, 1985). The way in which the members ofa

group work is shared in the double sense of the sharing of tasks and the pooling of part of

the know-how (Resnick and coll., 1991). It is obvious that the results obtained on the basis

of a detailed analysis of the activities of a small number of persons over very short periods

(Six and Vaxevanoglou, 1993) may be used for the subsequent construction of a systematic

observation of a more limited number of critical phenomena on a larger population for

longer periods of time. This use of a second phase which leads to the production of data

with a statistical value may be reassuring from the methodological viewpoint, but this takes
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nothing away from the value of the first phase of detection of the complex relations which

may exist between the technical system and the persons who work with it.

Recording tools

The effort of exhaustiveness in the observation of behaviour obviously has technical limits.

Recording with a videotape recorder can be useful when the paper-pencil or recorder

notation (Kerguelen, 1991) does flot enable events to be followed rapidly. Suchman (1967)

also recommended it, but she appears to give it particular qualities of objectivity. This

opinion is debatable, since any experienced photographer knows that the choice of centring

and details highlighted in a scene constitute an option that is just as clear as the elements

which an observer notes by hand. The real advantage of videotape recording lies in the

subsequent possibility of self-confrontation with the operator or reinterpretation by

ergonomists.

Recording speech on a tape recorder is vital as long as the speech is to be analyzed in detail.

Here again, interesting debates have taken place between ethnologists in regard to the role

of the data collection method in regard to the value of the research resuits. The verbal

expression of populations of Trobriand (Malinowski (1922, 1965); Lee (1940); Hutchins

(1979) is a good example ofthis methodological discussion.

The behaviour observed, even when grouped in “histories”, does not always give an

understanding of the cognitive activities which explain them. That is why specialists in

ergonomic work analysis complement the observation ofbehaviour with an approach that is

very different from the epistemological viewpoint: self-confrontation.

Self-confrontation

In principle, the self-confrontation interview avoids any judgement of value, any concept of

disobedience of recommendations or incorrect procedures. The questions are asked on the

basis of what the ergonomist has noted or recorded; confrontation with the videotape

recording is ofien instructive. The operator is seen to be surprised by the fact that he

neglected an indicator he thought he was monitoring and that he very often observed part of

the technical system to which he did not think he attached such great importance. He easily

gives an explanation for certain types of behaviour which surprised the observer, but may

have to think for some time before recalling the explanation for why he behaved in an
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unusual way. It is obvious that self-confrontation, which is very often beneficial, should be
treated with great caution since the a posteriori reconstitution of a fictional rationality is a
permanent risk. However, this risk is limited to a certain extent by the fact that the
interview is aiways closely linked to the facts. In any event, this procedure is much safer
than an interview with no prior in-depth observation ofbehaviour.

The major interest of self-confrontation is probably that it highlights elements of the
cognitive unconscious. This plays an essential part in heuristic activities which enable
problem-building. Thanks to Kohier (1927), since the start of the century we know that
man is far from grasping the integrality of observable facts. He uses unconscious processes
to select certain elements which are grouped in structures (Gestalttheorie) and neglects the
rest, especially when he does not consider them to be directly pertinent. These phenomena
play an important part in recail, which is thus closely linked to previous activities and to
culture (Ohlsson, 1985). Considerable work has also shownthe mechanisms of recognition
of speech, voice, faces or silhouettes. Evans (1989) took up this question in order to
understand the nature of bias which often Ieads to the wrong representation of situations.
He started with the conceptions of Henle (1962) who considered that subjects (operators,
users) add, delete and alter the proposed premises. In other words, the subject does not
reason in terms of the proposed subject, but in terms of a personal representation of it. An
elegant demonstration ofthis reality was given by Ochanine (Ochanine and Zaltzman, 1973)
who asked operators to design the various elements of the chemical production systems on
which they worked, as well as the links between these elements. Ochanine ofien observed a
very deformed image of the system, but considered this representation as fiinctional and

gave it the name of operating image. In this way, many aspects of reality are modified in

the representation, but the massive reduction of information and the selection made as such

are indispensable in view of the limited character of the human cognitive capacity.

Alongside self-confrontation and the Ochanine method, Vermersch (1990) proposed other

methods ofapproaching the cognitive unconscious.

Body aspects ofwork

The considerable development of cognitive psychology and its use in E.W.A. may have the

effect of underestimating the importance of the body aspects of work. An important initial

point concerns body techniques. Gatewood (1985) called the article he produced from his

participative observation of salmon fishing “Action speaks louder than words”, since in

order to throw the net properly from the bridge ofa boat rocked by the waves, you have to
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know ail sorts of body techniques for which there are no words; the words themselves do

flot correspond to anything specific for those who have flot learned the trade. The

reflection of this ethnologist is a reaction in regard to the conceptions of Sapir and Worf

according to which language is the sole inlet for cultural or professional know-how. In fact,

there is a neurophysiological explanation for this fact. Control of the balance and the

situation of the body in space is located at the level of the cerebellum and has no conscious

expression. As shown by Burton and cou. (1984) in regard to learning to ski, there is

ergonomics in relation with these body techniques of balance and the space reference.

In a more general way, certain behaviour at work cannot be understood without taking into

account the ffinctional state of the operator (lack of sleep, fatigue, pathology) and his

suffering at work (musculo-skeletal pains, for example) or his fears (accident, burns,

blinding, etc.).

Work and interpersonal communications

The methodology described previously may be considered as relatively objective when

relations with the machine dominate,. But work is increasingly an activity in which

inter-human communication prevails and even constitutes the entire activity. Under these

circumstances, there is always a risk of the discourse being considered as simple behaviour

without asking the question of intersubjectivity and, in a more radical way, that ofthe limits

of ergonomics. Could this speciality include situations where possible improvements do flot

concern the technical system? More often, in the context of E.W.A., technical

communications at work can be interpreted when they belong to a more vast group of

different types of behaviour. But the dialogue between the user and the ernployee at the

counter or on the phone, the interview between the nurse or doctor and the patient and the

discussion between the salesman and his customer are work activities, yet they do flot corne

under E.W.A. since one cannot ignore the contextualization of the language which is both

given by the situation and created by the dialogue itself (Gumperz, 1992). As such, the

dialogue lets the speakers form ‘Trames” which enable the theatre of life to be staged at any

moment in time (Goffman, 1976). It is very obvious that this corresponds to the dimensions

of the activity which are of greatest interest but whose sociolinguistic and ethnolinguistic

theoretical references must be respected, otherwise serious errors of interpretation will be

made. However, even in work analysis which does flot include a study of the discourse, the

question of meaning is inevitable. Work activities submitted to the most Taylorian of

organization methods include aspects which corne under the significance of work: why do
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skilled workers increase their already heavy workload if flot to make the work easier for

other operators located downstream, thus respecting their work ethic?

ANALOGIES AND DWFERENCES BETWEEN THE STUDY 0F SITUATED

ACTION AND ERGONOMIC WORK ANALYSIS

Contributions from cognitive anthropology

One of the bases of modem ethnoiogy was expressed by Boas (1911) who thought that

each culture should be understood from its own premises, while Malinovski insisted on the

need for extensive field work. Goodenough (1957) then defined culture as cognition, as a

system of knowledge. He studied the mental phenomena which should be taken into

account in order to understand human behaviour; these mental phenomena are considered

as complex and rational and able to be studied thanks to strict methods which lead to

reproducible results.

In this initial period (1955-1965), models of cognitive operation had to be deduced from

observations of behaviour and material objects. These conceptual models had to be

constructed like controllable hypotheses evaluated on the basis of their power of prediction

and their formai elegance. Subsequently, Casson (1981) insisted on the fact that the

approach of cognitive anthropologists was closeiy linked to empirical reality.

“The picture ofthe individual emerging from current perspectives in cognitive anthropology

is simultaneously - as a learner and creator of culture. An individuai represents his

understandings of experience as cultural knowledge in various forms and reapplies this

knowledge as it is seen to be contextually appropriate. Both representations and

reapplication simultaneously reinforce experienced patterns and contain the elements for

cognitive reorganization and creativity in behaviour and understanding.” (Dougherty, 1985,

p. 8).

One can see to what extent cognitive anthropology is close to the principles which are the

basis of ergonomic work analysis. We have to understand the operator’s cognition (and not

give him ours or that of the designer). This can only be done through long, detailed field

studies. The models are based on a hypothesis of operators’ rationality and may lead to

computerized formalization as done by cognitive engineering and, more particularly,

situated cognitive simulation (Woods and Roth, 1988; Pavard and cou., 99O;

Benchekroun, 1994).
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The operator no longer appears as the more or less faulty performer of the prescribed work,

but as the permanent creator of his own activity which depends on what the operator

understands about his own real work situation (the real work).

The limits of cognitive anthropologv in analysis of activities

Under these circumstances, one might be tempted to attribute the theoretical context of

cognitive anthropology to E.W.A. It is interesting to read about the attempt which

Suchman (1987) made along these lines. The very titie of bis book on Man-Machine

communications is significant: “Plans and situated actions”. The plans are the instructions,

the task and the work prescribed and the situated actions are the real work.

As such, the interest of Suchman’s way of thinking, like that of many of her psychologist

and anthropologist colleagues, is ail the greater when the ultimate forms of theory and

methodology are flot tackled. She chose a very significant example of this: the ease with

which naive users can operate a new photocopier. This type of question is relevant in

ergonomics but does flot constitute the heart of the difficulties encountered when studying

an experienced operator who has to contribute to quality and productivity under the difficult

circumstances of the state of the technical system, the quality of raw materials and supplies

and, in particular, time constraints. On the other hand, the critical aspect of the action in

time is underlined by Gatewood, one of the few anthropologists to experience tough

production conditions through his observations of sea fishing. He quoted Fisher (1980)

who noted that one of the classic problems of most cognitive approaches is that “their

constructions do flot explain how thought is transformed into action.” Furthermore,

Gatewood recalled that knowledge, thought and know-how take time in the same way as

more observable actions like blinking or grasping an object.

Another remark which could be made in regard to Suchman’s research into photocopiers is

that the author’s stance in favour of Garfinkel’s Ethnomethodology (1967) led her to

provoke and study the dialogue between users in difficulty rather than to make an extensive

exploration of the behaviour of an operator and to confront the operator with this

behaviour. It is true that doing a crucial part ofresearch in the experimental situation ofthe

laboratory would lead to the significance of E.W.A. being lost. It is curious to see such a

severe criticism of experimental psychology ending in the laboratory. Sometimes it is
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difficuit to accept the theoretical positions of the best cognitive anthropologists (Lave,

1988).

Due to this, our position is that of an ergonomist and a cognitive psychologist who is

attempting to grasp cognitive phenomena in the field and who is flot afraid of including, in

the situation treated by the operator, the context, the environment, the operator’s prior

knowledge and his/her relations with others, as done by Neisser (1976); Cole and Scribner

(1974); Rogofi 1984; Scribner (1984); Sternberg and Wagner (1986), etc.

Defining such a position does not answer any question. It simply amounts to

acknowledging a fact: the extreme diversity and variability of real work situations in which

the actions ofoperators and users are situated. The main aim ofE.W.A. is to find out how

operators coristitute the problems of their work (situation and action) in a stable or variable

way and, to a lesser exten, how they solve them. As such, it is close to the positions of

authors favourable to the situated action. But it also has a more ergonomic aim, that of

identifying pragmatic obstacles, the elements of the situation which hinder an easier

constitution and resolution ofthe problem.

Adaptation to the diversity and reduction of information

As Simon (1992) wrote: “The human mmd is an adaptive system. It chooses behaviours in

the light of its goals, and as appropriate to the particular context in which it is working.

Moreover, it can store new knowledge and skills that will help it attain its goals more

effectively tomorrow than yesterday: II can learn. As a consequence of the mind’s

capacities for adaptation and leaning, human behaviour is highly flexible and variable,

altered by both circumstances and experience. Nor are the alternatives from which the actor

might choose usually known in advance. Human beings spend much of their time inventing

or discovering actions that fit the circumstances.” In our view, this text is a remarkable

demonstration of the need for EW.A. in order to find out about behaviour and, through

this, the critical circumstances and level ofexperience ofoperators. The resuits ofE.W.A.

enable the circumstances (ergonomic action) and the knowledge (training action) to be

modified.

From the same viewpoint, Evans involuntarily defended ergonomic action when he

underlined that “the concrete conditions of the task affect the sensitiveness of subjects

(operators) to errors and bias.” Thus the conception of environments (the work situation) is
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an anti-bias approach. This means encouraging the best selection of data in the phase which

precedes reasoning, since the limited cognitive capacities of the human brain force the

subject (the operator) to make a massive reduction of the existing information. However,

there is a formidable concrete difficulty. We saw previously that the image constituted by

the operator is deformed in order to comply with the functional state of the system. If this

functional state changes, the operator does not have a usable functional representation.

Therefore, professional experience is both a resource and a danger if the operator does not

have the capacity to build other simple, efficient representations for other states of the

system. Montmoliin (1986) evoked “cognitive misery” in this respect.

The situation is ail the more serious since operators often produce a poor representation of

the limits and characteristics oftheir knowledge (in this respect, De Keyser (1990) spoke of

“mosaic” knowledge). Their metacognition is often limited. They have difliculty

representing the relative character of their knowledge which, at the same time, constitutes

their social power. Challenging the relative character of this knowledge may iead to

formidable conflicts with, firstly, engineers responsible for design or execution, since the

logic of use diifers from the logic of design, and, secondly, because the iogic of use situated

in specific time limits necessarily corresponds to a massive and directed reduction in the

collection of data, while the designer does not suifer these constraints.

Problem building

Scribner (1986) as well insists on the fact that problem building is the first stage ofdealing

with concrete questions since, unlike school questions and experimental systems, there are

no necessary and sufficient “data”, but multiple indications, some of which are necessary but

perhaps flot sufficient.

Ergonomic Work Analysis constitutes an efficient methodology for grasping problem

building (Wisner, 1994). It corresponds to the heuristic character ofthis phase and gives an

understanding of the bases which an individual uses to solve the problem posed. E.W.A.

may also highlight the pragmatic obstacles in the path ofthis elaboration.

It may be advisable to insist on the fact that if we make a more extensive analysis of the

causes which render E.W.A. necessary, we find two main categories of the sources of

variation.
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First of ail, the technical system does flot operate in a stable way due to breakdowns,

maladjustment and variations which are specific to the very nature of the industrial

phenomenon of transformation. In addition, we have to take fluctuations of the quality of

raw materials into account.

Secondiy, operators differ from each other due to their level of training and experience.

Furthermore, in team-work, members of the team offen change due to the increasing use of

temporary staff. This instability in the composition of work teams means that the skilis of

each member are uncertain for the other members of the team and have an influence on the

quality ofthe knowledge shared.

The “naturalization” of cultural situations

From a more subtie viewpoint, designers of technical systems form an image which is

sometimes far removed from the characteristics of the staff who will use the technical

system. For example, this image negiects the substantial reduction, at present, of latent

knowledge derived from the rural past and the fact that workers have a higher education

level. These staff changes reflect the transformations of society.

There is nothing fortuitous about this negligence. It corresponds to what Sahiins (1976)

considered as the “naturalization” of Western (industrial?) society in order to avoid

consideration of socio-cultural characteristics.

This naturalization necessariiy encounters insuperable difficulties when technology is

transferred to a very different society, that of an industriaily developing country (mc). In

this case, from the viewpoint of the exporters, the technical system has to be “adapted” due

to foreign “capacities” and “mentalities”. Consider the “Ethnic Variables in Human Factors

Engineering” (Chapanis, 1975). As we see it, what is needed is a wider approach:

“Anthropotechnology” (Wisner, 1976-1984).

ANTHROPOTECHNOLOGY

THE ROLE 0F SITUATED COGNITION AND ERGONOMIC WORK ANALYSIS

Technical, economic and social constraints and anthropological treatments
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The ergonomics of technology transfers was called Anthropotechnology in order to

underline the fact that knowledge which is useful when dealing with difficult questions of

the transfer belonged to collective human sciences and flot to individual human sciences, as

is the case for Ergonomics.

With 20 years’ experience in various countries (Algeria, Brazil, Canada, the Ivory Coast,

India, Indonesia, Japan, the Philippines, the Central African Republic, Senegal, Singapore,

Thailand, Tunisia, Zaire, etc.) thanks to personal studies and international collaborations, it

is possible to conclude that there are problematics specific to each country. This is linked to

the tremendous diversity of situations noted in the countries and regions which acquire

foreign technologies and attempt to implement them with various degrees of success. Due

to the main differences observed in the installation and the results of identical technologies,

according to the location of the company, it is necessary to study the geographic, historical

and, in particular, the ethnological dimensions, as underlined by the titie of Chapanis’s book.

However, the common points in the economic development of the most diverse countries

are too numerous for major socio-economic components to be ruled out. These

components are clearly reflected in the multiple expression used in the popular press (Third

World, Developing Countries, Countries of the South, Peripheral Countries, etc.).

However, forty years affer the start of the widespread distribution of industrial technologies

throughout the world, it has to be admitted that the evolution of many nations has differed

considerably, despite the fact that, at the outset, they had comparable socio-economic

levels. Among the countries which we prefer to cali Industrially Developing Countries

(IDC), some have become Newly Industrialized Countries (NIC) and are challenging the

established industrialized countries. Other countries will soon be classed as NICs. But, on

the other hand, some have all sorts of difficulties: their GNP (Gross National Product) is

not rising as fast as their population. Due to this, the populations in question see their

personal and indirect income dropping constantly.

Many authors endeavour to explain or even predict these evolutions, which are so different,

in order to advise the buyer countries or the exporting industrialists. Unfortunately, most of

these studies exclusively respect a single discipline (most ofien economics) or even an

ideology. They have littie interest in giving advice about real improvements in work and the

use oftechnology.

Anthropotechnological methodology
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The orientation of anthropotechnoiogy is similar to that of ergonomics. It is aimed at

solving particular problems using general methods, reducing the health risks of workers

(professional ilinesses, work accidents and disorders linked to industrialization which are

more common in IDCs), improving the characteristics of production (quantity and quality)

and reducing the deterioration of production facilities.

The general methodoiogy is also similar to that of ergonomics. However, in a similar way

to what is generally practiced in engineering, a comparative method is proposed (Wisner,

1976). First of ail, prior to the technoiogy transfer, a study is made of the technology

presently in operation in order to highlight its defects and correct them in a new design.

In Anthropotechnology, this stage is done through the E.W.A. of the critical points of the

technical system in the seller countries, thus avoiding a situation where the system is

necessarily considered to be satisfactory and ergonomic. The method also includes a study

of the critical aspects of a similar technical system operating in the buyer country or in a

country which has similar characteristics. Finally, installation of the new technical system

by mixed teams of managers and operators from the two countries should be followed up by

an ergonomist who practices the necessary E.W.A. It is obvious that such a method is

cumbersome, but h provides lessons and creates knowledge which could be used in a wider

sense. In any event, it is preferable to precipitated test runs and long production rate

build-ups which are littered with incidents and disputes.

Justification of the use of E.W.A. in a technology transfer is stiil more convincing than that

ofits general use in Ergonomics. The factors which influence work are too numerous for a

forecast to be made, from the outside, of those which constitute determining obstacles in

the particular situation considered and which may be removed thanks to the- means at the

disposai of the company or its partners. However, in anthropotechnology, we go fùrther in

the search for the origin of the difficulties encountered and we construct a tree of causes

which is flot limited to the technical and organizationai aspects that are closest to the

workstation. For example, we could discover that the air conditioning system of a

continuous process control centre is flot working in a subtropical country because the

foreign trade inspection department has flot listed argon as a priority import product. In an

oil mixing plant (Langa, 1994; Langa and Wisner, 1994), it was diflicuit to organize

production due to the uncertain arrival of ou tankers, overloading of the railway une linking

the port to the plant and the lack of storage tanks for unprocessed and finished products. In

this case, it is understandable that the first two causes are beyond the scope of the
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company’s action. But an increase in the number and dimension of the tanks could be an

acceptable cost and the decision is the sole responsibility of the company which owns the

mixing plant. In another situation (Abrahao, 1986), among the multiple causes of the low

production level of a sugar cane alcohol distillery, the most significant and the easiest to

modify was the rigid organizational, hierarchized and centralized design of the company’s

management, a design that was incompatible with the realities of a continuous process plant.

Finally, in a phosphates mine (Sahbi, 1984), the large number of very expensive hydraulic

props out of order was was an essential dimension of the financial difficuities while the

maintenance department was insufficient and totally uninformed of the unsuitabiiity of the

repairs it made to the props in regard to their age and their use down the mine.

Ergonomic work analysis and the refusai of ‘a priori” explanations oftransfer difficulties

Anthropotechnology, which makes a comparative study of the use of technology in the

buyer country, situates the work activity in the context of the society where it takes place.

This point of view is evoked by those who, in une with Vygotsky and the Russian school,

attach great importance to society in the construction of cognition (Wertsch and coll.,

1984). In this research context, those who daim kinship with Vygotsky and Ochanine

move away from a simplistic version of the theory of reflection in order to consider an

instance of interpretation and deliberation where the importance of anthropoiogy appears

between the technico-economic data and the way in which situations are treated by

individuals and communities (see also Magaud and Sugita (1993)). The technology and the

social conditions do not produce a detailed determination of the activities of individuals or

groups and the resuit of their work. Oniy a meticulous analysis of their behaviour and their

situated activities is capable of starting from reality to arrive at the remote, multiple causes

of the difficulties. As such, the “bottom up” approach of E.W.A. constitutes a sort of

guarantee in regard to a dogmatic interpretation of the operating defects in exported

technical systems and enables the creation of spaces situated at various leveis in order to

solve the difficulties noted.

Surveys carried out properly might have highlighted such determining factors in these

complex situations. The reason why Ergonomic Work Analysis turns out to be determining

is that, in a industrially developing country, situated cognition is even more remote from

planning, as Suchman said, and the real work is more distant from the prescribed work

according to the vocabulary of French-speaking ergonomists. In effect, the poor

comprehension ofthe fact that electronic control systems are necessary to obtain production
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quality, the difficulty in purchasing spare parts and the lack of experts too often provoke

permanent operating anomalies in the technical systems of industrially developing countries

which may go as far as deterioration or waste. Due to this, operators have to construct

their tasks under speciai circumstances which depend on the type and extent of the

anomalies. The operators’ comprehension is not helped either by instructions written in the

most academic form of a foreign language. Sinaïko (1975) made a very good analysis of

this type of question. Operators may even have difficuities in communicating with engineers

trained, like ail engineers, according to a logic of design and flot a logic of use.

Furthermore, these engineers are trained in a vehicular language but are unable to translate

the principles into vernacular language so that it may be understood by operators (Madi,

1994). It is wrong to think that these operators aiways have a low education level.

Sometimes they are more educated than their counterparts in industrialized countries but

they have to construct their problematics in regard to a more or less downgraded system,

without the benefit of a technical manual they can understand and without the help of

supervisory staff able to express themselves in the sense of their problems. Social distances

which are increased by substantial wage differences and sometimes ciass and political

differences may create conflict situations in the company which further complicate the

comprehension of and the solution to technicai difficulties. It can be seen that the concept

of cognition in situation then takes on a great significance and that E.W.A. is the least that

can be done to approach reality.

The operator, iterative creator ofhis task. The grasp offoreign technologv

Considering the operator as the repeated creator of his task, a position which might appear

audacious at first glance, thus becomes a necessity since he cannot execute a programme

that does not correspond to the technical reality which, in addition, is transmitted to him in

an obscure and unsuitable language. This considerable work ofthe operator enables him to

progressively turn from a farm labourer into an efficient worker in a work team according

to modalities ofthe type evoked by Garfinkel (1962) in regard to ethnomethodology.

Such a representation of the activity of operators and their managers working on the same

technical system imported from abroad has the advantage of demonstrating clearly that a

technology purchased cannot be used unless it is understood in depth, taking into account

the realities of ail sorts specific to the country. This clearly corresponds to the double

relation which Vygotsky saw between the person and society which, firstly, provides him

with technologies and, secondly, acts through its social organization.
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In industrially developing countries, the difficulty is further increased by the fact that it is a

foreign society which provides the technology and the local society which imposes its social

organization. Under these circumstances, it can be seen why work organization becomes

the major field of conflict (Wisner, 1992), that work is only possible through the

management of these difficulties and through individual and socially-shared cognition. The

latter constitutes an essential instance which is located between the numerous constraints

mentioned and the real activities, exciuding blind determinism whose predomination is seen

by certain.

The role ofthe anthropotechnologist and the ergonomist is then to remove a certain number

of constraints which give operators and their managers a better chance of constituting their

work, being efficient in terms of production and protecting their health and life at the

workplace.

In Anthropotechnology, as in Ergonomics, the approach to these work activities through

E.W.A. prohibits a simplistic interpretation of the operating defects of imported technical

systems and enables spaces to be created at various levels in order to solve the difficulties

noted.

CONCLUSIONS

Ergonomic work analysis, the specific description of the real activity, shows that the

operator and the user are not always reliable performers of the work prescribed but, more

often, have to take into account a lot of variables due to the work itself its environment and

the personal state of the actor(s). In many cases, the work is the subject of a construction

or a reconstruction in terms of the situation where the activity takes place. The aim of

ergonomics is then to modif,’ this situation in a favourable way. When the technical system

is transferred from one country to another, the sources of variations are multiplied and have

an even greater impact on the work. Thanks to the anthropotechnological approach, it is

possible to track down the economic, social and anthropological causes of the difficulties

observed and to avert them. Here again, a detailed analysis of situated activities leads to the

identification ofthe obstacles to be removed or transformed.
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ABSTRACT

After a short history ofthe study ofwork activities, we describe the methodology of

Ergonomic Work Analysis (E.W.A.) and underline the diversity of practices. The

methodology ofanalysis ofactivities involves exhaustive checks cf the behaviour of

operators in critical situations and confronts the operator with his own behaviour in

order to obtain pertinent expianations and evoke the cognitive unconscious.

Ethnological work may constitute a contribution as regards the choice cf the operator(s)

whose behaviour is the most significant for the problem posed. In the same way,

ethnologists using recording tools that are similar to those cf ergonomists offer

interesting frameworks for discussion cf the qualities ofthese tools and the posture and

balance aspects ofbehaviour. Moreover, interpersonal communications iead to beneficial

exchanges with the ethnographic experience. Although the American school cf situated

cognition (cognitive and psychological anthropology) is very usefril to know for activity

analysts, it should flot be confused with E.W.A. which, by definition, is directed towards

an objective: knowing and transforming obstacles cf ail types which hinder and prevent

satisfactory activities. First of ail, E.W.A. has to show, from the viewpoint ofoperators,

how they build problems in order to be able to solve them. Ergonomists and ethnologists

note how difficult this problem building may be in view of the variability ofthe technical

system and cf the state ofoperators’ knowledge.

The technology transfer situations studied by anthropotechnology need E.W.A. even

more in view ofthe frequent degradation cf technical systems and the heterogeneous

character ofthe two cultures present in the mmd cf the operator: his own culture and

that which has inspired the imported technology. From this viewpoint, here and there the

operator may be considered flot as a performer but as the iterative creator cf his task.
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INTRODUCTION: SHORT HISTORY 0F THE STUDY 0F WORK ACTIVITIES

One ofthe reasons for the present difficulties ofergonomics stems from the modesty of

theoretical and epistemological studies ofour discipline, with the exception of some notable

examples (Meister, 1989). Many of us maintained a rather positivistic conception ofthe

science which led them to daim their attachment to experimentation and a priori modelling.

However, in order to succeed in their professional practice, they are concerned with what

happens in reality and try to understand the reasons for the behaviour of operators in real

situations. As such, they provoke an epistemological siide that is both substantial and partly

hidden. However, for more than 40 years, French-speaking ergonomists (Pacaud, 1949),

Ombredane and Faverge (1955) made a clearer choice by creating Ergonomic Work Analysis

(E.W.A.). But there are few theoretical texts ofthis origin which give an account ofthis

practical method. Only the efficiency ofE.W.A. appears to justif’y its existence, thus ruling

out the possibility of dialogue with specialists in neighbouring disciplines.. It’s true that, at the

time ofcreation ofE.W.A., the dominant paradigms were those ofbehaviourism and

laboratory experimentation, the results ofwhich were supposed to be applicable in real

situations. Certain ergonomists felt uneasy about the contradictions between what they saw in

the field and the experimental results obtained (Wisner, 1972). But in the literature, they found

no conceptual aid, only the same concern (Bartlett, 1932, 1958).

However, anthropologists and psychologists, most ofthem working in the USA, feit uneasy in

the theoretical contexts ofthe period, in particular that ofcultural anthropology: they created

cognitive anthropology. Cognitive anthropology, which was first of ail directed towards the

relation between cognition and language (Sapir (1958) and Worf (1956)) sought generative

grnmmar of thought, inspired by Chomsky, the theoretical study of which played an essential

role at the time. Gradually, thanks to a group of psychologist and anthropologist authors, a

collection ofworks led to the creation ofa new field: thought and action in situation, situated

cognition, which was very close to what E.W.A. was analyzing (see, for example, Resnick
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(1976), Casson (1981), Rogoffand Lave, 1984, Dougherty, 1985). It might appear interesting

to see to what extent theoretical studies ofsituated cognition, which appeared 30 years after

E.W.A., are able to shed light on the epistemological problems raised by the latter. Very few

ergonornists, even French-speaking ones, with the notable exception ofTheureau (1992) and

Pinsky (1990, 1992) established the link between E.W.A. and the American school ofsituated

cognition. This paper will atternpt to examine the possible relation. But this attempt involves

risks for those who ding to the division ofhuman sciences proposed a hundred years ago by

Durkheim (1895, [1986]), leaving the study ofthought mechanisms to psychologists and the

study ofthought content to sociologists (and anthropologists). This arbitrary division raised

protests for some considerable tirne (Malinowski (1922) and Vygotsky (1934, [1962], for

example), but remainswell in place. Without judging the legitimacy ofthis division, it could be

thought that it is of no interest to ergonornists whose role, for the past 50 years, bas been to

use, in hurnan sciences, that which might appear usefil in various disciplines, even if it means

pel-verting them due to a concern for utility. Although ergonornists now have to exercise their

episternologically risky efforts on branches of sociology and anthropology, this is unimportant

as regards our perspective ofutility in as rnuch as our work is done in a clearly defined

theoretical context using adequate and precise methodologies. Theoretical aid may now corne

from French-speaking anthropologists who are interested in work (Aithabe and Selim, 1990).

In the first part, we shah consider the methodology ofE.W.A. in its relations with the

contributions from ethnological methods, then we shail see to what extent the theoretical work

of cognitive psychology and anthropology relative to situated cognition may be useful for

ergonomics, in particular for Ergonomic Work Analysis. Finally we shall examine what

E.W.A. and situated cognition can contribute to anthropotechnology, i.e. better technology

transfers and the adaptation oftechnology to the countries and populations which acquire it.

As such, what is proposed is the ackriowledgement that ergonomics has an anthropological

dimension, both in terms ofits methodology and its fields of application.
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ERGONOMIC WORK ANALYSIS AND THE METHODOLOGICAL

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM ETHNOLOGY

Diversity of practices in Ergonomics

Most ofien the ergonomist is called in when there is an operating anomaly: errors, quality

problems, incidents, accidents, continuous process control difficulties, staff fatigue, anxiety,

laboriousness, etc. In many cases, the causes ofthese operating defects are fairly easy to

detect. The answer is found through the use of literature or simple and fast experimentation

which does not aiways respect ail the mies cf experimentation publishable in a scientific

magazine (quick and dirty). More often, a survey has to be carried out in the field so that

operators or users can be heard. Literature contains exploratory studies, participative

observations and systematic surveys which may have a statistical value. As such, we come

doser to sociological studies or research into subjectivity which are presentiy gaining some

ground. These investigations have the ment of situating the problem, measuring its importance

and appreciating the scale ofthe transformations which the company is prepared te allow. In

this way, the question is posed in a technical, economic and social context and one can

appreciate the diversity ofviewpoints developed by the various persons concerned: operators,

supervisors, designers, customers, shopkeepers, etc. Thus, certain ergonomists feel they are

able to reformulate the question asked. Finding the solution to the problem as formulated by

the demander is very rare. However, we know the dangers cf reformulation, which is quite

simply hable to draw the request towards a particular scientific field, dear to the ergonomist

concerned, while leaving aside the major aspects that are beyond him. This movement may

also please the demander, at least in an initial phase as long as the intersubjectivity relation is

suçcessful.

After this reformulation, a solution can be proposed through experimentation and material or

computer modelhing. But there is a certain risk ofthe real problem flot being treated if a
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precise observation ofthe activity is flot compared with the representation ofthe persons

questioned. In particular, the unconscious dimensions of cognition may be missed by the

analysis.

That is why a large number ofergonomists tend to make increasing use ofErgonomic

Work Analysis (E.W.A.) which provides an exhaustive description ofthe activities of certain

operators or users in phases ofimplementation ofthe technical system which are considered as

critical. The ifill value ofthis detailed study ofbehaviour is revealed when it is compared with

the representation which the operator or the user has ofhis own activities during the same

period (self-confrontation). In general, if we wish to approach cognitive activities, the use of

several methods appears vital in order to highlight beneficial contradictions.

There are numerous variations in Ergonomic Work Analysis according to the authors, but also

in terms ofthe situations studied. Here we shah give a description ofE.W.A. which is shared

by a lot ofFrench-speaking ergonomists. They are the ones who appear to make the most use

ofit.

Methodologv ofergonomic work analysis

Many texts describe the current methodology of ergonomic work analysis (see, for example,

Guérin and coll., 1991, De Keyser, 1991). In principle, this methodology includes an analysis

ofthe request, an examination ofthe technical, economic and social conditions, an analysis of

the activities - the central element ofthe study - the diagnosis, recommendations, simulation of

the work on the modified system and evaluation ofthe work in the new situation. Such a

methodology is extremely cumbersome if it is followed up in ftihl. In reality, the complete work

analysis process is rarely necessary. For example, through experience, the ergonomist who

works for a company knows the vahidity ofthe request and the way it could be reformulated.

Often, he has a simulator (automobile, nuclear industries, etc.). On the contrary, the consultant

ergonomist, who is ofien a general practitioner, has to make a close examination ofthe

question asked and often has to reformulate it in order to deal with the real questions which are
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often hidden by a trivial formulation oftherequest. He also bas to know the limits ofthe

action he might take, by taking into account the specific technical, economic and social realities

specific to the company which asked for bis services; sometimes, he has to find out what these

realities can teach about the system or the specific workstation he is studying. But frequently,

the analysis of activities can be relatively reduced and only concern a few critical points in the

case ofusual ergonomic problems for which vast ergonomic know-how is more or less

available according to the experience ofthe consultant. It is then a “short diagnosis”

(Boutterin and cou., 1994).

The formulation of the recommendations may be a rather simple, short-term phase. But it

could also be the subject ofa complex process in collaboration with designers and future users,

especially if the future system is to differ considerably from the one concerned by the work

analysis. The need for iterative simulation oflen appears (Pinsky, 1990, 1992). Sometimes a

specific methodology has to be used in order to define the probable future activities ofa

production system that is being prepared (Daniellou and Garrigou, 1992).

Analysis of activities

The central and original part ofergonomic work analysis is the analysis ofactivities. Here, it

will be presented in its most comprehensive form, constituted progressively by different

authors, including Theureau (1992). The concern for obtaining objective and comprehensive

data Ieads the analyst to study the behaviour ofthe operator with a tendency towards

exhaustiveness. This leads not only to the behaviour of action on the tool or machine being

taken into account - in the style of “time and motion study” specialists - but also the behaviour

of information collection (in particular, movements of the head and eyes) and communication

behaviour (gestures and speech). The latter obviously have a particular status due to their

symbolic character. Naturally, these various types ofbehaviour may be the subject of

recordings, measurements and statistics, but the most beneficial grouping ofthese behavioural

datais that of”histories” which may be easy to isolate and are situated in a short space oftime,
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like the correcting a typing error or changing a tool on a machine tool. Sometimes, in complex

activities,’histories” consist of several episodes separated by other activities, like an attempt to

solve a quality problem through the repeated adjustment of a machine, or the preparation,

execution, dispatch and receipt ofthe resuits ofa biological examination by a hospital nurse.

Several “histories” may be rningled in a given period ofactivity.

The follow-up of such procedures takes a long tirne. Analysis, in particular, is tedious.

Therefore, they cannot be multiplied and, most often, one has to abandon the idea ofusing

them in a statistical way. As such, the choice ofthe persons to be studied and the work

periods ta be considered are highly critical. Yet, the type ofrequest is an essential guide:

analysis of activities is done in the perspective of detecting the causes of one or more

anomalies and the changes which must be made in the critical situation. This polarization 0f

research through the need ta solve the problem posed constitutes an essential feature of

E.W.A. which distinguishes it from the ethnological survey ta which E.W.A. may appear very

close. For example, in ethnological literature, we find discussions which are very usefùl for

ergonornists when it cornes ta choosing the subjects observed and the critical periods (Werner,

1969; Gardner, 1976; Boster, 1985). The way in which the members ofa group work is

shared in the double sense of the sharing of tasks and the pooling of part of the know-how

(Resnick and coll.,.J991). It is obvious that the results obtained on the basis ofa detailed

analysis ofthe activities ofa srnall number of persans over very short periods (Six and

Vaxevanoglou, 1993) may be used for the subsequent construction ofa systematic observation

ofa more limited number ofcritical phenomena on a larger population for longer periods of

time. This use ofa second phase which leads ta the production of data with a statistical value

may be reassuring from the methodological viewpoint, but this takes nothing away from the

value ofthe first phase ofdetection ofthe complex relations which may exist between the

tebhnical system and the persons who work with it.
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Recording tools

The effort ofexhaustiveness in the observation ofbehaviour obviously has technical limits.

Recording with a videotape recorder can be useful when the paper-pencil or recorder notation

(Kerguelen, 1991) does not enable events to be followed rapidly. Suchman (1967) also

recomrnended it, but she appears to give it particular qualities ofobjectivity. This opinion is

debatable, since any experienced photographer knows that the choice of centring and details

highlighted in a scene constitute an option that is just as clear as the elements which an

observer notes by hand. The real advantage ofvideotape recording lies in the subsequent

possibility of self-confrontation with the operator or reinterpretation by ergonomists.

Recording speech on a tape recorder is vital as long as the speech is to be analyzed in detail.

Here again, interesting debates have taken place between ethnologists in regard to the role of

the data collection method in regard to the value ofthe research resuits. The verbal expression

of populations ofTrobriand (Malinowski (1922, 1965); Lee (1940); Hutchins (1979) is a good

example ofthis methodological discussion.

The behaviour observed, even when grouped in “histories”, does not always give an

understanding ofthe cognitive activities which explain thern. That is why specialists in

ergonornic work analysis complement the observation ofbehaviour with an approach that is

very different from the epistemological viewpoint: self-confrontation.

Self-confrontation

In principle, the self-confrontation interview avoids any judgement of value, any concept of

disobedience of recommendations or incorrect procedures. The questions are asked on the

basis ofwhat the ergonomist has noted or recorded, confrontation with the videotape

recording is offen instructive. The operator is seen to be surprised by the fact that he neglected

an indicator he thought he was monitoring and that he very ofien observed part ofthe technical
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system to which he did flot think he attached such great importance. He easily gives an

explanation for certain types ofbehaviour which surprised the observer, but may have to think

for some time before recaliing the explanation for why he behaved in an unusual way. It is

obvious that self-confrontation, which is very often beneficiai, shouid be treated with great

caution since the a posteriori reconstitution ofa fictional rationaiity is a permanent risk.

However, this risk is limited to a certain extent by the fact that the interview is aiways closeiy

iinked to the facts. In any event, this procedure is much safer than an interview with no prior

in-depth observation ofbehaviour.

The major interest of self-confrontation is probabiy that it highlights elements ofthe cognitive

unconscious. This plays an essentiai part in heuristic activities which enable problem-building.

Thanks to Kohler (1927), since the start ofthe century we know that man is far from grasping

the integraiity of observable facts. He uses unconscious processes to select certain elements

which are grouped in structures (Gestaittheorie) and neglects the rest, especially when he does

flot consider them to be directly pertinent. These phenomena play an important part in recali,

which is thus closely linked to previous activities and to culture (Ohisson, 1985). Considerable

work has also shown the mechanisms of recognition of speech, voice, faces or silhouettes.

Evans (1989) took up this question in order to understand the nature ofbias which often Ieads

to the wrong representation of situations. He started with the conceptions of Renie (1962)

who considered that subjects (operators, users) add, delete and alter the proposed premises. In

other words, the subject does flot reason in terms ofthe proposed subject, but in terms ofa

personai representation of it. An eiegant demonstration of this reality was given by Ochanine

(Ochanine and Zaltzman, 1973) who asked operators to design the various elements ofthe

chemical production systems on which they worked, as weil as the links between these

elements. Ochanine ofien observed a very deformed image ofthe system, but considered this

representation as fiinctional and gave it the name of operating image. In this way, many

aspects of reality are modified in the representation, but the massive reduction of information

and the selection made as such are indispensable in view ofthe limited character ofthe human
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cognitive capacity. A.longside self-confrontation and the Ochanine method, Vermersch (1990)

proposed other methods of approaching the cognitive unconscious.

Body aspects ofwork

The considerabie development of cognitive psychology and its use in E.W.A. may have the

effect of underestimating the importance of the body aspects of work. An important initial

point concerns body techniques. Gatewood (1985) called the article he produced from his

participative observation of salmon fishing “Action speaks louder than words”, since in order

to throw the net properly from the bridge of a boat rocked by the waves, you have to know ail

sorts ofbody techniques for which there are no words, the words themselves do flot

correspond to anything specific for those who have flot learned the trade. The reflection of

this ethnologist is a reaction in regard to the conceptions of Sapir and Worfaccording to which

language is the soie inlet for cultural or professional know-how. In fact, there is a

neurophysiological explanation for this fact. Control ofthe balance and the situation ofthe

body in space is located at the level ofthe cerebellum and has no conscious expression. As

shown by Burton and coll. (1984) in regard to learning to ski, there is ergonomics in relation

with these body techniques of balance and the space reference.

In a more general way, certain behaviour at work cannot be understood without taking into

account the functional state of the operator (lack of sleep, fatigue, pathology) and his suffering

at work (musculo-skeletal pains, for example) or his fears (accident, burns, blinding, etc.).

Work and interpersonal communications

The methodology described previously may be considered as relatively objective when

relations with the machine dominate,. But work is increasingly an activity in which

inter-human communication prevails and even constitutes the entire activity. Under these

circumstances, there is aiways a risk ofthe discourse being considered as simple behaviour
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without asking the question ofintersubjectiyity and, in a more radical way, that ofthe lirnits of

ergonomics. Could this speciality include situations where possible improvements do flot

concern the technical system? More often, in the context ofE.W.A., technical communications

at work can be interpreted when they belong to a more vast group of different types of

behaviour. But the dialogue between the user and the employee at the counter or on the

phone, the interview between the nurse or doctor and the patient and the discussion between

the salesman and his custorner are work activities, yet they do flot corne under E.W.A. since

one cannot ignore the contextualization ofthe language which is both given by the situation

and created by the dialogue itself (Gumperz, 1992). As such, the dialogue lets the speakers

form Trames which enable the theatre oflife to be staged at any moment in time (Goffman,

1976). It is very obvious that this corresponds to the dimensions ofthe activity which are of

greatest interest but whose sociolinguistic and ethnolinguistic theoretical references must be

respected, otherwise serious errors of interpretation will be made. However, even in work

analysis which does flot include a study ofthe discourse, the question ofmeaning is inevitable.

Work activities submitted to the most Taylorian of organization methods include aspects which

corne under the significance ofwork: why do skilled workers increase their already heavy

workload if not to make the work easier for other operators located downstream, thus

respecting their work ethic?

ANALOGIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE STUDY 0F SITUATED

ACTION AND ERGONOMIC WORK ANALYSIS

Contributions from cognitive anthropology

One ofthe bases ofmodern ethnology was expressed by Boas (1911) who thought that each

culture should be understood from its own premises, while Malinovski insisted on the need for

extensive field work. Goodenough (1957) then defined culture as cognition, as a system of

knowledge. He studied the mental phenomena which should be taken into account in order to
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understand human behaviour; these mental phenomena are considered as complex and rational

and able to be studied thanks to strict methods which lead to reproducible results.

In this initial period (1955-1965), models of cognitive operation had to be deduced from

observations of behaviour and material objects. These conceptual models had to be

constructed like controllable hypotheses evaluated on the basis oftheir power of prediction and

their formai elegance. Subsequently, Casson (1981) insisted on the fact that the approach of

cognitive anthropologists was closely linked to empirical reality.

“The picture ofthe individual emerging from current perspectives in cognitive anthropology is

simultaneously as a learner and creator of culture. An individual represents his understandings

ofexperience as cultural knowledge in various forms and reapplies this knowledge as it is seen

to be contextually appropriate. Both representations and reapplication simultaneously

reinforce experienced patterns and contain the elements for cognitive reorganization and

creativity in behaviour and understanding.” (Dougherty, 1985, p. 8).

One can see to what extent cognitive anthropology is close to the principles which are the basis

of ergonomic work analysis. We have to understand the operators cognition (and flot give him

ours or that ofthe designer). This can only be done through long, detailed field studies. The

models are based on a hypothesis of operators’ rationality and may lead to computerized

formalization as done by cognitive engineering and, more particularly, situated cognitive

simulation (Woods and Roth, 1988, Pavard and coIl., 1990; Benchekroun, 1994).

The operator no longer appears as the more or less faulty performer ofthe prescribed work,

but as the permanent creator of bis own activity which depends on what the operator

understands about his own real work situation (the real work).

The limits of cognitive anthropology in analysis of activities

Under these circumstances, one might be tempted to attribute the theoretical context of

cognitive anthropology to E.W.A. It is interesting to read about the attempt which Suchman
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(1987) made along these unes. The very title ofhis book on Man-Machine communications is

significant: “Plans and situated actions”. The plans are the instructions, the task and the work

prescribed and the situated actions are the real work.

As such, the interest of Suchman’s way of thinking, like that of many of her psychologist and

anthropologist colleagues, is ail the greater when the ultimate forms oftheory and

methodology are flot tackled. She chose a very significant example ofthis: the ease with which

naive users can operate a new photocopier. This type of question is relevant in ergonomics but

does not constitute the heart ofthe difficulties encountered when studying an experienced

operator who has to contribute to quality and productivity under the difficult circumstances of

the state ofthe technical system, the quality ofraw materials and supplies and, in particular,

time constraints. On the other hand, the critical aspect ofthe action in time is underlined by

Gatewood, one ofthe few anthropologists to experience tough production conditions through

his observations ofsea fishing. He quoted Fisher (1980) who noted that one ofthe classic

problems of most cognitive approaches is that “their constructions do not expiain how thought

is transformed into action.” Furthermore, Gatewood recalled that knowledge, thought and

know-how take time in the same way as more observable actions like blinking or grasping an

object.

Another remark which could be made in regard to Suchman’s research into photocopiers is that

the author’s stance in favour ofGarfinkel’s Ethnomethodology (1967) led her to provoke and

study the dialogue between users in difficulty rather than to make an extensive exploration of

the behaviour of an operator and to confront the operator with this behaviour. It is true that

doing a crucial part ofresearch in the experimental situation ofthe laboratory would lead to

the significance ofE.W.A. being lost. It is curious to see such a severe criticism of

experimental psychology ending in the laboratory. Sometimes it is difficuit to accept the

theoretical positions ofthe best cognitive anthropologists (Lave, 1988).

Due to this, our position is that of an ergonomist and a cognitive psychologist who is

attempting to grasp cognitive phenomena in the field and who is not afraid of including, in the

situation treated by the operator, the context, the environment, the operator’s prior knowledge
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and his/her relations with others, as done by Neisser (1976); Cole and Scribner (1974); Rogoif,

1984; Scribner (1984); Sternberg and Wagner (1986), etc.

Defining such a position does not answer any question. It simply amounts to acknowledging a

fact: the extreme diversity and variability ofreal work situations in which the actions of

operators and users are situated. The main aim ofE.W.A. is to find out how operators

constitute the problems oftheir work (situation and action) in a stable or variable way and, to a

lesser extent, how they solve them. As such, it is close to the positions of authors favourable

to the situated action. But it also has a more ergonomic aim, that ofidentifjing pragmatic

obstacles, the elements ofthe situation which hinder an easier constitution and resolution ofthe

problem.

Adaptation to the diversity and reduction of information

As Simon (1992) wrote: “The human mmd is an adaptive system. li chooses behaviours in the

light ofits goals, and as appropriate to the particular context in which it is working.

Moreover, it can store new knowledge and skills that will help it attain its goals more

effectively tomorrow than yesterday: It can learn. As a consequence ofthe mind’s capacities

for adaptation and leaning, human behaviour is highly flexible and variable, altered by both

circumstances and experience. Nor are the alternatives from which the actor might choose

usually known in advance. Human beings spend much oftheir lime inventing or discovering

actions that fit the circumstances.” In our view, this text is a remarkable demonstration ofthe

need for E.W.A. in order to find out about behaviour and, through this, the critical

circumstances arid level ofexperience ofoperators. The results ofE.W.A. enable the

circumstances (ergonomic action) and the knowledge (training action) to be modified.

From the same viewpoint, Evans involuntarily defended ergonomic action when he underlined

that ‘the concrete conditions of the task affect the sensitiveness of subjects (operators) to

errors and bias.” Thus the conception of environments (the work situation) is an anti-bias

approach. This means encouraging the best selection of data in the phase which precedes
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reasoning, since the limited cognitive capacities ofthe human brain force the subject (the

operator) to make a massive reduction ofthe existing information. However, there is a

formidable concrete difficulty. We saw previousiy that the image constituted by the operator ,is

deformed in order to comply with the functional state ofthe system. If this functional state

changes, the operator does flot have a usabie fùnctional representation. Therefore,

professionai experience is both a resource and a danger if the operator does not have the

capacity to build other simple, efficient representations for other states ofthe system.

Montmollin (1986) evoked “cognitive misery” in this respect.

The situation is ail the more serious since operators often produce a poor representation ofthe

iimits and characteristics oftheir knowledge (in this respect, De Keyser (1990) spoke of

‘mosaic” knowledge). Their metacognition is often limited. They have difficulty representing

the relative character of their knowledge which, at the same time, constitutes their social

power. Challenging the relative character ofthis knowledge may lead to formidable conflicts

with, firstly, engineers responsible for design or execution, since the logic of use diifers from

the logic of design, and, secondiy, because the logic of use situated in specific time limits

necessarily corresponds to a massive and directed reduction in the collection of data, while the

designer does not suifer these constraints.

Problem building

Scribner (1986) as well insists on the fact that problem building is the first stage ofdealing with

concrete questions since, unlike school questions and experimental systems, there are no

necessary and sufficient “data”, but multiple indications, some ofwhich are necessary but

perhaps flot sufficient.

Eronomic Work Analysis constitutes an efficient methodology for grasping problem building

(Wisner, 1994). It corresponds to the heuristic character ofthis phase and gives an

understanding ofthe bases which an individual uses to solve the problem posed. E.W.A. may

also highlight the pragmatic obstacles in the path ofthis elaboration.
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It may be advisable to insist on the fact that if we make a more extensive analysis ofthe causes

which render E.W.A. necessary, we find two main categories ofthe sources of variation.

First of ail, the technical system does flot operate in a stable way due to breakdowns,

maladjustment and variations which are specific to the very nature ofthe industrial

phenomenon of transformation. In addition, we have to take fluctuations of the quality of raw

materials into account.

Secondly, operators differ from each other due to their level of training and experience.

Furthermore, in team-work, members ofthe team often change due to the increasing use of

temporary staff This instability in the composition ofwork teams means that the skills ofeach

member are uncertain for the other members ofthe team and have an influence on the quality

ofthe knowledge shared.

The ‘naturalization” ofcultural situations

From a more subtie viewpoint, designers oftechnical systems form an image which is

sometimes far removed from the characteristics ofthe staff who will use the technical system.

For example, this image neglects the substantial reduction, at present, of latent knowledge

derived from the rural past and the fact that workers have a higher education level. These staff

changes reflect the transformations of society.

There is nothing fortuitous about this negligence. It corresponds to what Sahlins (1976)

considered as the “naturalization” of Western (industrial?) society in order to avoid

consideration of socio-cultural characteristics.

This naturalization necessarily encounters insuperable difficulties when technology is

transferred to a very different society, that of an industrially developing country (IDC). In this

case, from the viewpoint ofthe exporters, the technical system has to be “adapted” due to

foreign “capacities” and “mentalities”. Consider the “Ethnic Variables in Human Factors

Engineering” (Chapanis, 1975). As we see it, what is needed is a wider approach:

“Anthropotechnology” (Wisner, 1976-1984).



ANTHROPOTECHNOLOGY

THE ROLE 0F SITUATED COGNITION AND ERGONOMIC WORK ANALYSIS

Technical. economic and social constraints and anthropological treatments

The ergonomics oftechnology transfers was called Anthropotechnology in order to underline

the fact that knowledge which is useful when dealing with difficuit questions ofthe transfer

belonged to collective human sciences and flot to individual human sciences, as is the case for

Ergonomics.

With 20 years’ experience in various countries (Algeria, Brazil, Canada, the Ivory Coast, India,

Indonesia, Japan, the Philippines, the Central African Republic, Senegal, Singapore, Thailand,

Tunisia, Zaire, etc.) thanks to personal studies and international collaborations, it is possible to

conclude that there are problematics specific to each country. This is linked to the tremendous

diversity of situations noted in the countries and regions which acquire foreign technologies

and attempt to implement them with various degrees of success. Due to the main differences

observed in the installation and the resuits of identical technologies, according to the location

ofthe company, it is necessary to study the geographic, historical and, in particular, the

ethnological dimensions, as underlined by the title of Chapanis’s book. However, the common

points in the economic development ofthe most diverse countries are too numerous for major

socio-economic components to be ruled out. These components are clearly reflected in the

multiple expression used in the popular press (Third World, Developing Countries, Countries

ofthe South, Peripheral Countries, etc.). However, forty years after the start ofthe

widespread distribution ofindustrial technologies throughout the world, it has to be admitted

that the evolution of many nations has differed considerably, despite the fact that, at the outset,

they had comparable socio-economic levels. Among the countries which we prefer to call
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Industrially Developing Countries (IDC), some have become Newly Industriaiized Countries

(NIC) and are chalienging the established industrialized countries. Other countries will soon be

ciassed as NICs. But, on the other hand, some have ail sorts ofdifficuities: their GNP (Gross

National Product) is flot rising as fast as their population. Due to this, the populations in

question see their personai and indirect income dropping constantiy.

Many authors endeavour to explain or even predict these evolutions, which are so different, in

order to advise the buyer countries or the exporting industriaiists. Unfortunately, most of

these studies exclusively respect a single discipline (most often economics) or even an

ideoiogy. They have littie interest in giving advice about real improvements in work and the

use oftechnology.

Anthropotechnological methodoiogy

The orientation of anthropotechnology is similar to that of ergonomics. It is aimed at soiving

particular problems using general methods, reducing the health risks of workers (professional

ilinesses, work accidents and disorders linked to industrialization which are more common in

IDC5), improving the characteristics of production (quantity and quality) and reducing the

deterioration of production facilities.

The general methodoiogy is also similar to that of ergonomics. However, in a similar way to

what is generally practiced in engineering, a comparative method is proposed (Wisner, 1976).

First ofall, prior to the technology transfer, a study is made ofthe technology presently in

operation in order to highiight its defects and correct them in a new design.

In Anthropotechnology, this stage is done through the E.W.A. ofthe critical points ofthe

technical system in the seller countries, thus avoiding a situation where the system is

necessariiy considered to be satisfactory and ergonomic. The method also includes a study of

the critical aspects ofa simiiar technicai system operating in the buyer country or in a country

which has similar characteristics. Finally, installation ofthe new technical system by mixed
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teams of managers and operators from the two countries should be followed up by an

ergonomist who practices the necessary E.W.A. It is obvious that such a method is

cumbersome, but it provides lessons and creates knowledge which could be used in a wider

sense. In any event, it is preferabie to precipitated test runs and long production rate build-ups

which are littered with incidents and disputes.

Justification of the use ofE.W.A. in a technology transfer is stili more convincing than that of

its general use in Ergonomics. The factors which influence work are too numerous for a

forecast to be made, from the outside, ofthose which constitute determining obstacles in the

particular situation considered and which may be removed thanks to the means at the disposai

ofthe company or its partners. However, in anthropotechnology, we go fùrther in the search

for the origin of the difficuities encountered and we construct a tree of causes which is not

limited to the technical and organizational aspects that are closest to the workstation. For

example, we could discover that the air conditioning system ofa continuous process control

centre is flot working in a sub-tropicai country because the foreign trade inspection department

has flot listed argon as a priority import product. In an ou mixing plant (Langa, 1994; Langa

and Wisner, 1994), it was difficult to organize production due to the uncertain arrivai of ou

tankers, overloading of the raiiway une linking the port to the plant and the lack of storage

tanks for unprocessed and finished products. In this case, it is understandable that the first two

causes are beyond the scope of the companys action. But an increase in the number and

dimension ofthe tanks couid be an acceptable cost and the decision is the sole responsibility of

the company which owns the mixing plant. In another situation (Abrahao, 1986), among the

multiple causes of the iow production level of a sugar cane alcohol distillery, the most

significant and the easiest to modiiy was the rigid organizational, hierarchized and centralized

design of the companys management, a design that was incompatible with the realities of a

continuous process plant. Finally, in a phosphates mine (Sahbi, 1984), the large number of

very expensive hydraulic props out of order was was an essential dimension of the financial

difficulties while the maintenance department was insufficient and totally uninformed ofthe
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unsuitability ofthe repairs it made to the props in regard to their age and their use down the

mine.

Ergonomic work analysis and the refùsal of “a priori” explanations oftransfer difficulties

Anthropotechnology, which makes a comparative study ofthe use oftechnology in the buyer

country, situates the work activity in the context ofthe society where it takes place. This point

ofview is evoked by those who, in une with Vygotsky and the Russian school, attach great

importance to society in the construction of cognition (Wertsch and colI., 1984). In this

research context, those who daim kinship with Vygotsky and Ochanine move away from a

simplistic version of the theory of reflection in order to consider an instance of interpretation

and deliberation where the importance of anthropology appears between the

technico-economic data and the way in which situations are treated by individuals and

communities (see also Magaud and Sugita (1993)). The technology and the social conditions

do flot produce a detailed determination ofthe activities ofindividuals or groups and the resuit

oftheir work. Only a meticulous analysis oftheir behaviour and their situated activities is

capable of starting from reality to arrive at the rçmote, multiple causes ofthe difliculties. As

such, the “bottom up” approach ofE.W.A. constitutes a sort ofguarantee in regard to a

dogmatic interpretation ofthe operating defects in exported technical systems and enables the

creation of spaces situated at various levels in order to solve the difficulties noted.

Surveys carried out properly might have highlighted such determining factors in these complex

situations. The reason why Ergonomic Work Analysis turns out to be determining is that, in a

industrially developing country, situated cognition is even more remote from planning, as

Suchman said, and the real work is more distant from the prescribed work according to the

vocabulary ofFrench-speaking ergonomists. In effect, the poor comprehension ofthe fact that

electronic control systems are necessary to obtain production quality, the difficulty in

purchasing spare parts and the lack of experts too often provoke permanent operating

anomalies in the technical systems of industrially developing countries which may go as far as

deterioration or waste. Due to this, operators have to construct their tasks under special
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circumstances which depend on the type and extent ofthe anomalies. The operators’

comprehension is not heiped either by instructions written in the most academic form of a

foreign language. Sinaïko (1975) made a very good analysis ofthis type of question.

Operators may even have difficuities in communicating with engineers trained, like ail

engineers, according to a logic of design and flot a logic of use. Furthermore, these engineers

are trained in a vehicular language but are unable to translate the principies into vernacular

language so that it may be understood by operators (Madi, 1994). It is wrong to think that

these operators aiways have a low education level. Sometimes they are more educated than

their counterparts in industrialized countries but they have to construct their problematics in

regard to a more or less downgraded system, without the benefit of a technical manual they

can understand and without the help of supervisory staff abie to express themselves in the

sense oftheir probiems. Social distances which are increased by substantial wage differences

and sometimes class and political differences may create conflict situations in the company

which further compiicate the comprehension of and the solution to technical difficuities. It can

be seen that the concept of cognition in situation then takes on a great significance and that

E.W.A. is the least that can be done to approach reality.

The operator. iterative creator of his task. The grasp of foreign technologv

Considering the operator as the repeated creator of bis task, a position which might appear

audacious at first glance, thus becomes a necessity since he cannot execute a programme that

does flot correspond to the technicai reality which, in addition, is transmitted to him in an

obscure and unsuitable language. This considerable work ofthe operator enables him to

progressively turn from a farm labourer into an efficient worker in a work team according to

modalities ofthe type evoked by Garfinkel (1962) in regard to ethnomethodology.

Such a representation of the activity of operators and their managers working on the same

technical system imported from abroad bas the advantage ofdemonstrating clearly that a

technology purchased cannot be used unless it is understood in depth, taking into account the
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realities of ail sorts specific to the country. This clearly corresponds to the double relation

which Vygotsky saw between the person and society which, firstly, provides him with

technologies and, secondly, acts through its social organization.

In industrially developing countries, the difficulty is further increased by the fact that it is a

foreign society which provides the technology and the local society which imposes its social

organization. Under these circumstances, it can be seen why work organization becomes the

major field of conflict (Wisner, 992), that work is only possible through the management of

these difficulties and through individual and socially-shared cognition. The latter constitutes an

essential instance which is located between the numerous constraints mentioned and the real

activities, exciuding blind determinism whose predomination is seen by certain.

The role ofthe anthropotechnologist and the ergonomist is then to remove a certain number of

constraints which give operators and their managers a better chance of constituting their work,

being efficient in terms of production and protecting their health and life at the workplace.

In Anthropotechnology, as in Ergonomics, the approach to these work activities through

E.W.A. prohibits a simplistic interpretation ofthe operating defects ofimported technical

systems and enables spaces to be created at various levels in order to solve the difficulties

noted.

CONCLUSIONS

Ergonomic work analysis, the specific description ofthe real activity, shows that the operator

and the user are flot aiways reliable performers ofthe work prescribed but, more often, have to

take into account a lot of variables due to the work itself, its environment and the personal

state ofthe actor(s). In many cases, the work is the subject ofa construction or a

reconstruction in terms of the situation where the activity takes place. The aim of ergonomics

is then to modify this situation in a favourable way. When the technical system is transferred

from one country to another, the sources of variations are multiplied and have an even greater

impact on the work. Thanks to the anthropotechnological approach, it is possible to track
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down the economic, social and anthropological causes ofthe difficulties observed and to avert

them. Here again, a detailed analysis ofsituated activities leads to the identification ofthe

obstacles to be removed or transformed.
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